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FOREWARD AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

I believe the new p tspect bodied in t ticeatise offers

something for psychologists of all theoretical persuasions. Yet

is in no way a hodgepodge of. the various it is new. It

complementary to the short term studies and observations of behav-

iorists, psychoanalysts, and ethologists. The editor of my work,

Richard Combes of the University of Iowa, was quick to point out

that I am a "methodological behaviorist" By that he meant that

overt behavior is used to explain the development of all species-

typical behavior I write about. Indeed, this is so and, this being

the case, my perspective -is hopefully very respectable-and welcome

to both psychologists am other scientist., . But it is a new

behaviorism, a new type of radical behaviorism. While other behav-

ists claim to hold an empirically based view of the development

of behavior, my view is unique in explicitly extending this orienta-

on behavior to explain the development of covert behaviors,

that is, thoughts, concepts, and thinking. Such ideas have a very

poor theoretical basis in modern behaviorism. The new perspective

more fully and truly embodies the 'null hypothesis' that all gni7

ficant behaviors (in the broadest possible sense of the term)

develop to a great extent through overt interaction with the envi-

ronment. The key to seeing this, I ball eve, is long term devel-

op

have been manifest and overt and thereafter furthet changiSmay

ental studies_ The iiases of covert behavior simply must once

indeed make behaviors absolutely o for all pracukezil purposes

-covert. Yet they may be very important for future behaviors and for

further development.

Another point of- difference between modern behaviorism and my



rater

do with he competency of the observer -- the amount of

r lity one night expect when studying the types

of general species-typical developmental phenomena I consider.

Given not only the type of phenomena I propose to study, but also

the basis of assumptions and principles with which I say one must

work and the developmental approach I propose, there is no need for

further controls for one to make significant and replicable

observations. I best reemphasize that this is indeed only true for

the types of species - typical phenomena I wish to study and is not

true for phenomena which have little to do with general questions

concerning the nature of the- species. It,is a basic fallacy of

thought in modern psychology when one supposes that because there is

little agreem t between experimenters- and observers in some

specific areas of study without strict 'experimental design" and

strict controls hat this problem would indeed extend to all

questions and all types of tudy. The general questions I deal with

can be justifiably assumed (almost by definition; to be immune from

being misconstrued if a holistic developmental approach is taken and

the guiding principles and assumptions applied. Follo,Jing my course

what one will end up with is a true outline of the &eneral species-

typical ap ects of behavior and its development. Using my perspec

tive by itself will not give a complete picture of the organism at

any particular stage and will `even come further from giving a com-

plete explanation of the behavior of individuals with regard to more

specific owe tions. To clarify the place of my ethological perspe

rive in the realm of pr.4ohologi al thought as a whole I have written

Appendix II. which the reader may consult for a further elaboration.

Reading the treatise and this, one should understand that Ithough

ii



my perspective does not offer a total explanation for all aspects of

bath v. (a fu aaus* and of feat explanation_far any actual artl-

culat behav

meet to

particular qu

my ethological perspective a necessary comple-

Ching ancv coming to an understanding of these wore

ions. In concrete terms this is so because my ap-,

proach tracks the development of portions of behavior -- the most

general aspec of behavior -- and understanding these is necessar y

to the understanding of more particular aspects of behavir and to

understanding them in context.

In ways my thought is more similar tc that of the neo-Freudian-

who attempt to arrive at an understanding of species-typical, stage-

typical behavior. But in fact my approach is so radically different

in its understanding of the issues of- consciousness and what is "un-

conscious" that our similar goals may not be recognized and my meth-

od may be rejected. In order to recognize and affirm that some of

the nec- Freudian descriptions and attitudes are qualitatively quite

correct, I have written Appendix I. Appendix I notes my view of
41

what is conscious. Psychoanalytically oriented theorists, observ-

ers, and researchers h uld find this outlook new but yet clearly

related to their ways of thinking. They should find my conclusions

regarding the place of conscious thought and thinking in the total

realm of covert behaviors fairly conducive to their way of thinkl

Finally, let me note the place of my--`perspective and approach

the realm of ethological studies. First let me say that the

a sumptiarzs gnd quid, ng princip -les used by many modern ethologists

and those I use are very, very *lar. We differ more ire the scope

-of our studies and of our goals than anything else. Modern ethol-
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use a holl naturalistic and principled approach very

lar to my own, In thekr.parti lar_studies of humans (see Etholo
A

0. Child Behavior. edited by N. Blurton Jones they

study' children extensively enough that they often seem close to

identifying: species typical behaviors. Indeed, in time we may find

hat many times they have. These species- typical behaviors are

often more particular stage typical than those I propose to In-

v sAt yet important and very real. My view is entirely congru-

ent with many of these studies. I would neither deny nor exclude

any of the patterns of behavior these ethologists have so respect-

ably discovered. My perspective in fact complements their studies.

What thi means in effect is that studies using my pe tpect.Ive would

al_ ow for the systematic (and true) integration of their particular

findings allowing the total context of those findings to be un-

derstood and their further development to be understood. The impor-

tance of being able to integrate reliable observations as well

the cxpe 1 results of those of all persuasions is the major

contribution those operating with my perspective are apt to provide.

It is precisely the lack of the ability to integrate results which

vated my work. It is a constant problem and a disturbing pro-

blem in mod psychology which begs for a solution. I ask the

reader to consider my assumptions, principles, and approach as a way

to get beyond the stage and the point of having simply a morass of

seeming y disparate facts.

In closing, I wish to acknowledge the help I received pre-

senting my view. First, thanks to the curiosity of Richard Combos,

a member of th losophy Department at the University of Iowa, I

able to obtain his services in editing my work. He examined the

IV



work closely and proposed many elaborations and clarifications, He

coapetent an editor as I cupid have hoped to,find

am very grateful to my wife Renee for the name

this work.

Je nes

of



AUTHOR'S PREFACE

The portion of the treatise I have completed represents the

scope and the argument of What would be the larger book. But, in

fact, it stands very well with many modern theoretical assumptions.

The work, as is, also thoroughly outlines a new perspective for un-

derstanding human behavior and describes tow prevalent modern ap-

proaches to the study of behavior-and behavior change fall short.

The basic assumptions of a new theory of behavior and behavior

change are enumerated. All that is lacking is a complete proof that

many modern theoretical assumptions are in fact in error (although

the nature and the method of this proof are also indicated). Be-
,

cause the method to be used in the task of providing a thorough

proof of the validity of my new perspective, while showing many pre-

valent modern theoretical assumptions _in error, is indicated, this

task may be undertaken by interested readers as well as by myself.

The usefulness of the new approach may also be indicated by applying

and g its efficacy. Thus, the entire book need not be

o gain the full benefit of the work.

The Chapters and Sections included herein are: the Introduc-

Chapter One, Chapter Two, and the "core" of Chapter Five.

What is the content of each Chapter and the strategy of the treatise

are described in the Introduction. What would be the content of

Chapters Three and Four is also described in the Introduction. I

',eve been told that rea of the y Chapters and Sections' is

very much enhanced if one reads the "core" of Chapter Five first,

where the assuapti of the approach to understanding behavior and

behavior change are enumerated. 14ighly recommend this-procedure.

B.L.J



An Introduction to the The i d the Strategy of the Treata

major

With this treatise yit is my intention to show that there are

larities in the interpretive procedures used by all the

major theories of personality dev-eliopment. Many of the conclusions

elded by the type of interpretive procedures I see operating today

are distinctly too narrow. The interpretive procedures are biased.

All behavior and behavior change is interpreted in terms of .rela-
.

tively short -term mechanisms. The bias persists even though the

existence and potential importance of other longer-term mechanisms

have already been demonstrated by students of anima,' behavior called

ethologists.

It would be possible to indicate the problem C.,), contrasting the

interpretations of behavior given by modern theories of personality

development with a more broad-based and broad-m.'nded approach to

interpreting supposedly the same phenomenon. But, it would be

possible to prove the modern approaches

Fortunat

by this methc,d.

he problem with modern interpretive assumptions can

proven from another standpoint. It can be shown that errors

theory development result in the strange kind of unwarranted and ex-

elusive support- for biased interpretive assumptions. Correcting the

errors in theory development and thereby legitimizing alternative

(additional) interpretations of behavior is the major goal of this

treatise.

The overall problem can be found in past theories and in phil-

osophies of the d, as well as i.n present theories. The fact

that errors in theory development have important historical, roots.4,

But for the purposes of an introduction, the nature of the problem



can be easily characterized with regard to modern theories.

Most modern theorist

theorists, are experimente

h the exeepaion of sane psychoanalytic

They make certain Essump;.ions about

the way experiments are to be conducted. I call these assumptions

o ional assumpaidns.

tial studies are

SO,

Ai observa are then made or

and interpretive inferences are made. But al-

this point, tayther asau ptians concerning how data are to be

interpreted are formulated. These are some of the interpretive as-

sumptions believe are so problematic. Also at the core of the

problem he fact that only row, after all this has been done, are

many of the basic premises of modern theories formalized and the

theories composed. Some readers may see an indication of the poten-

tial for problems, but doubt that any serious problems actually ex-

But, as we shall see, there are consequences of attempting to

use this cedure (at least in the way it is done today) 1.-n devel-

oping the basi for theory, which definitely signal, a problem.

d, modern theorists content themselves with a few poor

operational assumptions and the corresponding interpretive

rences, plas addi I interpretive assumptions as the primary

basis for their theories. When one examines modern theories of per-

evelopment carefully, can be seen that they have been

drawn up, as much as possible, on this basis. Many basic, general

questions about human nature are in fact answered only after the

theory has been developed in the way 4 have outlined. Two examples

of such questions are: Is the human organism active or passive

during periods of behavior change ?" and *Should the human organism

be characterized as possessing or tending toward basically good be

haviors or is he best characterized as possessing irrational drives

2

13



which must. be controlled throu0'social

of other examples I deuld give and indeed the questions

d her basic okestlions wi l l be examined thoroughly

ion?" There are a number

the treatise.

cited

the body c f

An sndicatian of a problem with answering basic, general

ons after a theory has been developed soon becomes apparent.

Although it is common practice to deduce answers o basic questions

,ch- as possible from theory, many of the answers are nonetheless

viewed as theoretical assumptions. Apparently common sense has it

that the answers to such questions should be assumpt.i

as

s. In fact.

the answers to many basic general questions about human na-

Lure are conclusions rather than assumptions.

Any reader familiar with theory development in the cl Sc" cal

sciences ll realize that all true assumptions are made before a

particular theory is veloped. Well- founded assumptions are bases

ply on direct observation and the application of relevant,

established scientific principles of a relatively general nature.

Because of this, a theory's premises and the'theory itself are

more specific nature than the

a5oumpt,

eiL-C

it assumptions. Althou h

may b altered on the basis of the results of research.

mption aAe formulated for the purpose of an initial theory anc

des:

inadver tentl y

that theory. I suppose, sometimes they are

unavoidably altered in the process of integrating

heory, but a ssumptic n5 are never determined by the

theory. Again, one should not be confused by the fact that new as-

mptions leading to theory development or new theories may result

from research. Although theory dictates esearch hypotheses.

u d not dic the results. Only research results are the

sessing theoretical assumptions.



I have contended have brought to light a

em An 411AgLasAnAirm soder" theory. This problem As what I call
_

_assuTptioni m. It is the practice of drawing conclu

largely from theory and viewing,these as assumptions of the.

But we can go a step further and show that pseudo--atssumptions are a

substant ai problem and result from problems 6.--th the theories them-

selves. The proof is that poor quality answers to basic questions

how from problems with the theories, for it can be demonstrated

better (more empirical and scientifically acceptable) answers

to the -=.ame basic questions can be obtained on the basis of direct

vat ion and the application of necessarily relevant biological

principles. In other words, there are basic general questions about

human nature that can best be answered before a theory is put to-

gether and stated. Because this is so, it stands to reason that

these answers to cogent, basic, general questions about human nature

ould function as assumptions for any theory of personality devel-

opment to prevent it from going awry.

We shall see that a more comprehensive set of be ins assump-

tions will result from using direct observations and the application

necessarily relevant scientific principles to answer a number of

basic questions. Another result of the adoption of this_ new set of

assumpti '11 be the legitimization of other possible interpreta-

ens of behavior and behavior change.

In this treatise I shall characterize and demonstrate the in-

terpretive bias resulting from modern approaches to studying behav-

and from the assumptions underlying interpretive procedures -as
9

embodied in modern pe nality theories; I shall illustrate a his-

tory to the narrow minded interpretive approaches and shall specu-

4



the problem existed and why ill remains; and I

shall show the effects of strongly embedded inter revive -biases on

the answers ven to questions about human nature, Then I shdil de-

monstrate iw the important general questions are better answered

and show how these answers can be used as the basis for a new, more

mprehensive set of theoretical assumptions.

After integrating the answers to basic questions into a new set

of operational and interpretive assumptions, I shall argue that any

theory of personality development schould include these among

basic assumptions or, in the interest of practicality, explicit-,

.

ly legitimize why, in some ways,
I

it need not. I shall characterize

any theory that fulfills these criteria as an ethological theory of

personality development and note some implications for research.

The primary implication will be that the first studies of human sub-

cts should be general studies to obtain what ethologists would

call a human ethogram. An ethogram

ecies- typical behaviors of an organi

fete account of all the

the risk of being somewhat re.`uidant, let me indicate

topics the reader can expect to find addressed in each chapter. Do-

Ins thy. c i.11 help explain my strategy:

Aithouh I noted that contrasting general theories of human be-

ior and its development (i.e. theories of personality develop-

ment) with alternative explanations of supposedly the same pheno

non would not prove anything, it will nonetheless provide us with a

ich assumptions may be breached without violating basic biolog
principles should be clez7r.



concrete bait from w argue much. Thus, shall offer a new

perspective on behavior and behavior change

opefuily be interesting an

tion of all that

from a new set o

an

Chapter One. It will

promote the underseanding and appreci

follow. Though the new perspective result

mptions, I shall come up with the

them later on I shall offer the new perspective

interpreting. each the prevalent types of personality theory

terms of my assumptions, but what the assumptions are will not be

mad explicit. I do not explicitly tate the assumptions in Chapter

One because I feel I must argue for them first in Chapters Three and

Four before finally delineating them in Chapter Five. (Anxious

readers may read ahem: in Chapter Five, where assumptions are enu-

mer ted, if they wish.) Chapter One will simply outline a perspec-

tive tha, should be interesting because it takes a broad and open-

nded approach to expllining What other theories have attempted to

explain.

Chapter intended to strongly suggest that;' interpretive

in even the newest and most accepted theories of person-

lopment. The nature of what I see as time-biased er-

pretive procedures will be described and illustrated.

Chapter Three sill more clearly define what see as the cause

interpre problems and how it results in pseudo-assumptionism.

The reader with a knowledge of principles of science will hopefully

see that if the propo.sed observational biases are reflected in one'

thinking or in a theory, the other problems will certainly follow.

Chapter Three i.s an historical chapter so the nature and cause of

the obsevational biases and the resulting interpretive biases and

pseudo- assumptions

AP,

be indicated with regard to the think

6



of certmln philosophers of mind. Nonetheless, this chapter will be

di

Cc 0 tic al and

for sc some of the same historical reasons, but some of the same basic

questions which occurred to philosophers of the 18th and 19th cen-

iy pertinent to the examina of modern theories. Not only

terpretive biases c ntinue to be a problett

turies are still posed and then answer an improper way similar

to that used by these philosophers of the past.

The impropriety in the method used by important philosophers of

d in answering basic questions will be indicated and then demon-

strated by showing that some of the same basic questions about hu-

man nature can be answered in an easier and yet more acceptable way.

will more meaningfully answer these questions by the applicati

of relevant scientific principles to direct observations. The an-

swers obtained in this way willbe part of the body of Justifiably

presumed facts upon which the new comprehensive set of assumptions

Chapter Five) will be based. In short, Chapter Three should show

that the probie of interpretive bias and pseudo- assumpticnism are

ndeed related problems and will indicate the cause as observational

bias

In Chapter Four, the likely w easons why observational bias and

the related problems of interpretive bias and pseudo-assumptionism

remain today will be explored. Then, I shall be explicit and de-

ibe how particular basic, e 1 questions are still answered in

an i pro per way. And again, as in Chapter Three, I shall answer

them by applying established scientific principles to direct obser-

vations. Again, this will be seen as the more legit. it ate method for

deriving acceptable and meaningful answers. As in Chapter Three,

many of the answers otitanned will be justifiably presumed facts

7



upon which

general and b

new set of assumptions will be based. Other very

questions will be al..ed and answvred in the same

way to provide the rest of the material for the assumptions.

In Chapter Five all of the justifiably presumed facts will be

put together to construct various assumptions. 'These assumptions

will be delineated in such a way that they may be integrated into a

meaningful body of assumptions. In other words, all the justifiably

presumed facts will be put together into assumptions and these

assumptions will be put together so that they do not appear contra-

dictory.

The set of assumptions will b,e proposed as the basis for a new

type of personality development theory namely, an ethological

theory of personality development_ Such a theory would generate

testable hypotheses as any good theory should. but will not make the

mistake of biasing interpretation from the outset. Any new ethclog-
++,

ical theory proposed would seem to require as a first study of human

development a study of the whole subject. We shall see that thi2S

first study must be as much as possible an unobtrusive, longitudinal

study of human development from birth to maturity to assess which

behaviors are species-typical. This is commonly known in the field

of ethology as obtaining an ethogram. The first study of animals

involves obtaining an ethogram; the first study of man shou'id

volve obtaining the human ethogram.

It should be noted, that because this is a treatise, shall be

engaged in describing and evaluating theories past and present and

describing the way things should be. The reader will have to be

knowledgeable enough to see that the descriptions and evaluations



are eseentially correct. One should not expect a blow by blow expo-
:

ae' of all the ramifications of the &choral problems I describe.

One should be familiar enough with research and the general aspec

of its interpretation to understand the imore important implicatio

Moreover, I shall not detail all that one should expect from the ap-

_preach to the study of behavior followin8 from the new set of as-

sumptions. But once again, the mostilportant implications, should

be clear. A complete examination of all the consequences of the new

assumptions s not required of a treatise.

One should not expect to find much documentatn of examples of

particular experiments and other studies. My (7oneCrns are of the

'ost general nature, and only a-geeeral description of oommon pro-
T

bless found in the very numerous' particular instances of applying

existing theories should be necessary for my purposes.

I will describe the changes that should be made and the

scientific principles upon which they are based, but again, the

reader will have to have the background that will allow him to see

that indeed this is a scientifi method and indeed it is found

throughout the classical sciences.



CHAPTER QNE

A oIi-ttio Ivtd-Inttgrative Pers tive:
An Ethological Perspective on Behavior and Personality Development

The following w,i,I not be the formal presentation of a theory.

In order to develop a new theory, one has to formulate a set of new

a pti apply these assumpti to new observations of human

behavior. This application of assumptions to new observations gen-

t s a theory, but this will not be done here or elsewhere for the

purposes of this treatise. Rather, I will apply my assumptions to

what might have been the observations made by others when they were

generating their theories. The ethological perspective will be pre-

sented in contrast with important historical representatives of the

types of personality theories prevalent today. As such, this chap-

ter say be viewed as one possible ethb.logical critique of these

theories.

It is my primary purpose to present my ethological view. For

this purpose there is little reason to examine the modern and widely

accepted social learning theories here. These more recently devel-

aped theories will be among those closely evaluated in Chapter Two.

In sa doing, show that interpretive bias, similar to that found

in the older theories soon to be examined, is readily found in mod-

ern theories. Indeed, if not for the fact that Chapter Tw© has more

detailed concerns, I would have to offer few ethological erpreta-

tions not found In Chapter One. Most notably, we will.find that the
I %.

differences between the modern social learning theories and the

ethological perspective ly identical with the differences be-

tween the ethological perspective and neo-Hullian theory. Therefore

much of what is said here will be relevant when evaluating (in Chap

10



ter Two) more modern theories which are most, highly regarded in

-asacienze c ties today.
I will begin by giving an ethological interpretation and analy-

sis to the observations of the neo-Hullians. We shall then examine

the theories ofTreud and Erikson and offer alternative ethological

terpretations as much as possible. I will then briefly character-

ize and offer -a critique of Piaget's cognitive developmental theory.

I. Critique of Neo-Hullian Theory

Neo-Hullian theol believe that a human is born with a

basic reflexes, but that all significant aspects of one's personal-

ity are "learned*. A more general statement. including more pos

bilities, Gould have been: All significant behavior change is the

product of interaction between the organism and its environment.

But neo-Hullians did not believe that this was necessary. They be-

lieved that all behaviors and mechanisms of behavior change can be

viewed and understood during the span of time of a laboratory exper-

iment. One taking an ethological approach would dare Say that the

possibility exists that there may be a class of mechanist that re-

quire one observe the subject for a much ionger span of time to view

them its their c optext and to realize their essential character. And

there is a possibility that basic (primary) cause basic (primary)

effect sequences could also span a longer time period. I shall

lineate such possibilities as we continue, but first l e t s emphasize

the ce of this neo-Hu 1 n-assumption.

neo-= Hullia ns believed mat all mechanisms of be-

havior change occurred in the time-restricted envirom OA of the lab

or during hypothetical learning events -- events which could EyO



Iv take place and be understood in the time frame of the lab

rikent. . This latter i iz short, what applying "principles of

ins" meant and still means. Correspondingly, they believed

that all scientifically acceptable mechanisms involved in behavior

chance would be discovered in the lab. Other organismic states

Id have to be hypothesized (as hypothetical, or intervening,

variables) and evidence for them would also have to be found in the

lab setting. Until proven otherwise, the mechanism of the develop-

ment of these hypothetical variables -- the mechanism of change in

these hypothetical variables would surely be construed as com-

pounded learning.

As one might expect then, the hypothetical variables were: (1)

simple habit p ed to have developed largely from basic re-

flexes and by mechanisms of learning which they observed and con-

trolled in the lab, and, '(2) generalized drive states -- where the

'objective" stimulus simply energizes the organism and the organism

responds with repertoire of habits and/or innate responses to

reduce the drive state. The habits which were most effective in re-

ducing the drive state were strengthened. The subject undergoing

this learning process had no "active part" in whatever phenomenon

was presently under observation. Th

havioral

say that no complex be-

terns were thought to interact in the proces

nts the ethologist would again take exception.On these p

tf habit eeciAot,devcicio .01111.kY kV ItAiMPIA pr throuah the

ence

innate

flexes. I will soon describe how

atterns any emerge at many

and influence habit format.lo . Habits ex

the concept is a good d7S

of behavior viewed in the short run and out of a broader context.

ng development

y in the sense that

ion of the characteristics of portions
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which could show their more highly adaptive nature. When a broad-

ded view of the org taken, more i.s seen to be involved in

*
the formulation of significant habits than learning al-ne.

Second, there is no reason to believe that we are driven by

generalized (undifferentiated) drive states. Many other animals

show distinct, fferentiated innate sequences of behavior, in addi-

tion to acquired behaviors, in response to stimuli or classes of

stimuli the environment. In fact, many acquired behaviors sub,

serve each of the innate prepatterned sequences of behavior so much

that an or.an responsiveness, in Leneral, is better charac-

teri ed by these distinct inmate action patterns than as Lenlralized

drive states. Since these'superordinate behavior patterns are in-

nate they, of course, are not habits. An organism's more

cant habits nay develop as behaviors intercoy'rdinate in response to

the salient releasers of the innate action patterns.

There i no reason to assume that these innate behavior pat-

ters. which I call innate action patterns, are net present in hub'

mans. Such patterns appear to be involved in human emotional reac-

ns and in the development of cognition and cognitive processes.

Moreover, given out knowledge of innate behavior patterns in animal

and the general information we have on cognitive development in hu-

mans these innate action patterns certainly need not be limited to

nate reflexes, present at birth. Also, as I shall explain later,

thivse innate action patterns whickyare not present at birth do not

mply develop from innate reflexes, modified by

these

earning. Nor do

gnificant innate elements of behavior need to be simple in

any familiar or common sense of the term.
E

Third. If one accurately describes an organism's behavior,

likely th..t one would have to conclude that some complex behav-



are guided innately and do not always act in response

ul in the ways which are considered by researchers to-

ot

cognizant. "Searching behaviors' in an awake alert organism are an

example. These occur regardless of the familiarity with the envi-

Nor do t e sti li need to be those of which the

ronment. The fact that they occur to, a greater extent in

familiar en ronments in no way invalidates this interpretation.

Humans, too, may have some general soEts of behavior which op-

crate to some extent during all waking periods. (Moreover, as we

hall e, such behavior patterns or complexes probably differ from

age to stage during human development.) Today, we know that hu-

mans and other organisms are not "passive ", but are engaged in com-

plex evaluation of the environment. The fact that evaluation

e bored by past associations (learning) in no way negat

are

this act. Social cognitive researchers tell us that much ongoing

human activity is best described as an "active' process Innately

guided patterned responses may be at the core of what they are re-

ferring to.

Let's again return to the most basic issue= the old-fashioned

idea that all our past associations are formed solely by way of

sechaniams studied by early learning psychologists. There are three

alternative not must recognize. First, there is no reason to

lieve that the human, at a given point ire development, may not be

pecialiy responsive to certain class aspects of environmental sti-

tner than always responding to what mature researchers-them

view as the °objective" stimuli. This is especially true and

very often true with younger human subject s. As noted before,

ganisms often show not general responsiveness but innate action pat-

ter -0 0 and these are not usually onses to the "objective"

14
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Ii but to s-peciai groups o subsets of these so-called etive'

be in the

scove ng" class relationships between objeccts of onece s

In this way, children of different ages

nd or another. For example, month old may be concerned

the properties of an object itself and not wit w the ect re

lates to similar objects or to its physical context, at least In any

easily imagined way (in any way that is easy to hypothesize on

basis of artful intuition). If such behavior involves innate per-

ceptual biases- and innate responsiveness, as I bell -eve, then innate

behaviors need not be limited to the innate reflexes, present at

birth. Also, fewer behaviors can be best viewed as having developed

from the innate reflexes modified by learning. It is interesting

note that these facts may be vaguely and implicitly recognized by

theorists of some of the other schools we shall examine.

There is a second possibility which must be recognized.

possibility speaks to the issue of long-term behavior changes rioted

earlier. Specifically: the aspect of stimuli or the classes of

stimuli (releasers) to which an organism is especially responsive

and the organism corre:ponding ction patterns may change

qualitLi ely over long periods of time. This would not be observed

during short periods of study. Moreover, the process of radical

change often cannot be modeled on the iearnin2 processes presently

seen as operating during short-term lab experiments even with the

perspective of the last paragraph in mind. Ethologists believe that

large changes in complex behavior systems (e.g. cognitive behaviors)

are often dose to the emergence of new innate action patterns. Exam-

ples of such changes will soon be given and the way the process oc-

Ci64F be de ribed later in the chapter.

15



Thirdly, the type of radical qualitative changes referred

the last paragraph occur a number of times and yet in an orde

1 ash i on. This plies a superordinate echari ty cont rel I i r1g the e-

mergence of a series of new innate action patterns.

Let's take time now to give examples of the be aviors and me-

chanisms of behavior just described. We will deal with them from

the simplest to the most complex as follows; (I) tion pat -

terns; (II) changes due to the emergence of a new innate action pat-

tern; and (III) new innate action patterns emerging in a series. As

I give examples, I 11 also try to shed some light on the etholo

gist's understanding of behavior and how it r,e.iates to the ideas of

learning theorists.

(I) . For examples of classes of stimuli to which an organism is

especially responsive and for examples of the corresponding innately

pre-patterned responses one has only to look for examples of re::
2

easers and innate reaction mechanisms in an ethology text. I pre-

fer to f. all the innate reaction mechanisms innate cti n Rstte,-ns

and shall do so henceforth. In the human the basic reaction of dis

tress is very likely an innate action pattern present from birth.

It may be considered the "primary emotion, to use a Freudian-type

term. Shame is derived during the second. year of life from ar

teractien between the distress r.'egbitition, learning, and early cogni-

tive development in the sphere of social functioning. As ,uch,

ame may be considered secondary emotion" . Like all emotional

reactions, both appear to have an *gsregate class of static dy

environmental features as stimuli to which they are parti

larly responsive. I do not care to speculate on the particular fea-

2. Innate reaction mechanism = innate releasing mechanisms plus the

corresponding fixed action patterns.

16



tore of the environment which function as these releasers at this

point in the treatise, ugh may do so la shall speculate on

-the adaptive value of such responses later in this chapter.

It is interesting to note that fear and guilt, which develop

later and over a period of time, probably develop from these more

basic emotional responses, although each Etas its own distinctive

characteristics. Given the information Piaget has gathered about

the general qualitative nature of cognitive development, there are

indication that fear and guilt, like shame, may also be "secondary

emotions ", products of some kind of interaction between the more ba-

sic emotions of distress and shame and higher level cognitions. If

indeed what I have said is so, s e ethologists would call shame,

fear, and guilt acquired reaction mechanisms.3 I see them in part,

but not entirely, as acquired action natterns (my term for "acquired

reaction mechanisms"). Ethologists believe the development of ac-

qu ed action patterns is a change in response due to the exercise

some degree or another, of relevant taxis behavior and learning.

In fact, moro is likely involved in the case of the "secondary emo

(specifically, the emergence of new innate action patterns,

11 be discussed next). Understanding taxis behavio

central to understanding b

have the most similarity to those behaviors studied by learning

.avior change. Also, these behaviors

theorists. The nature ese behaviors 11 be elaborated soon.

For the ti.re being taxis behaviors can be roughly defined as: those

behaviors involved in the learning process and modified in part by

this learning. The learning process is largel

ar

pie associative

minative learning. This ethological conceptualiz ion of

Acquired reaction mechanism = acquired releasing mechanis
the corresponding acquired coordinations.

17



taxis behaviors and the developmental process differs from common

notions of learning in two regards (1) More types of behaviors are

sumed under the term 'taxis behaviors', and they are defined and

categorized. (2) Taxis behaviors are involved not only in learn

but are modified by newly emerging innate action patterns and are

involved in a new intercoordination-through-learn ng process after

the emergence. of new innate action patterns.

(II). For an example of behavioral responsiveness which

changes qualitatively over rather large periods of time but is cer-

tainly not solely the result of learning on taxis behavior, you

again need only to consult an ethology text. Any of the examples of

sensitive periods in the lives of various organisms will suffice.

The well known phenomena of "imprinting" are the simplest examples.

But even in animals, sensitive periods may span a long period of

time. The phenomena cannot be explained simply in terms of learn-

ing, but completely nev sensitivities to new classes of stimuli (re-

leasers) and corresponding innate action patterns must be posited,

8

There

in

no reason to believe that such phenomena do not exist

Some complex human beh.vicr patterns seem to differ

qualitatively over time yet in an orderly way. Human emotional re-

ons are an example of this previously mentioned. Other, clearer

examples may be found when one assesses the more important covert

behaviors of humans. Specifically, certain changes in human cogni-

tion and cognitive processes seem to be due to new innate sensitivi-

ties and corresponding innately guided overt behavior changes. More

specifically, changes in cognitions and cognitive processes seem to

be due to changes in perception, followed by changes in overt behav-

CO

The chang v rt behavior is then followed by the major

developments. As Piaget has shown, as children pas

18
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through developmental stage;, they appear to be preoccupied th the

characteristics of ob, cts which pertain to greater and greater Iev-

els of cognitive complexity. Correspqndingiy, as children develop

they become less and less "ego- centric ". Looking more closely at

Piaget's work may provide us with hypotheses about what changes are

probably due to new emerging action patterns. It is most

probable that we will find it necessary to hypothesize new innate

action patterns more than once over the course of development.

Comnlex changes such as those in cognitive processes cannot be

assumed to be the result of luck in learning or engineering-by care-
,

taker.. Ethologists believe that newly emerging innate action pat-

terns may be involved when behavior changes so.radically over time.

deed I believe that this mechanism of new releasers new innate

action patterns periodically spurs cognitive developments. Piaget's

work has indicated that periodically a new class of static or dyna-

characteristics of objects becomes the center of attention for

cognition. Concentration on the static characteristics is mainly

Involved development of cognitions, while concentration on dyna-

mic characteristics is largely involved in the development of dyna-

mic cognitive processes. One should note that although such re-

leasers gust be abstracted from the *objective' world, we are often

not talking about abstract classes in the familiar senses of

term, though the process does fulfill the formal definitions of the

term 'abstractio . A portion (subset or aggregate subset) of the

actual observable environmental characteristics always functions as

class of stimuli known as releasers.

Although I shall want to Convince the reader

basic note

mY view, a very

caution should be mentioned in regard to interpre

19



observable behavior as manifesting innate components. Ethologist

have found that behavior first seen during a sepsi period may

reoccur frequently, but not in an easily reo9Aazable fashion. Al-

gn much different, a later reoccurence may in fact be the same

nnate.behavior pattern modified by the influence of learn

on behaviors, which have not otherwise been modified since the

first appearance of the innate action pattern. One must be careful

not to unnecessarily infer any new innate elements.

On the positive side: With animals innate action patterns

which reoccur always show the more basic elements of the origin

to patter ;. Actual overt elements of the pattern are still re-

cognizable , although many elements may have been modified (mac-

red"). Again, taxis behavior is always involved in developing

eh acquired behavior and the process involved is simply associa-

nd discriminatve learning. The only shifts in taxis behaviors

which are not due to learning are the relatively dramatic shifts in

groups of taxis behaviors corresponding to the newly released innate

action patterns. (See the footnote.)

The important point I have been trying to make is that it is

necessary to make careful and extensive long-term observation to de-

termine what has changed simply by exercising taxis behaviors and by

leainir AND what involves more for its explanation. With animals

Either the perceptual biases, which are the direct manifestations
of the physiological cause of the most important innate action pat-
terns. or the patterning of responses resulting from the perceptual

biases OR BOTH together 'may be termed the innate action pattern'

in this treatise. Only the patterning of responses (taxis behav-

iors) is clearly observable and this will be taken into account

when a research methodology is suggested at a later point in this

chapter. The perceptual biases of which i speak have not yet been

discovered -due to the inadequacy of the longitudinal data which has

been gathered to date.

20
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there are examples Of each sort: behavior change which has resulted

largely from taxis behavior and learninz AND other behavior changes

which require we posit (in addition) newsy emerg note action

patterns) interacting in the process, if we are to have the most

scientifically acceptable explanation. As we shall see, the nature

of taxis behavi in humans is quite complex and this makes the pro-

blem more difficu..t.c In fact, we shall see that overt taxis behav-

ior of a human may change quite radically simply through the exer

cise and develop fit of covert taxis behavior under the influence of

learning. Careful controls have to be established to make sure that

new innate action patterns can be properly assessed and posited only

when appropriate.

(III). As noted before, there is some good evidence (from Pia-

get) indicating that qualitative changes in human cognitionr, and

ve processes may occur more than once -- in fact, several

times. The fact that basic changes in cognitions and cognitive pro-

cesses occur a number of times and yet so reliably recalls another

possibility mentioned earlier in the tre se: Some sensitive per-

th their new releasers and new innate action patterns may

follow one another a slow, ordered sequence. These various new

releasers and innate action patterns could simply be described in

turn or another uperordinate mechanism could be posited. It would

seem to require some kind of innate adaptive mechanism to control

the stage-to-stage transitions and from an evolutionary perspective

the latter approach might be justified. Nonetheless, it is adequate

mply to describe each innate altion pattern with regard to when

and under what conditions it emek7zes, what its releasers are, and

how it affects taxis behavior. I believe that innate action pat-

21



terns, unfolding in an orderly sequence,

cognitive and perceptual developmen

It e major

served in humans. I shall

wait to outline the process until after Freudian theory and Freudian

and Eriksonian stage concepts have been examined, later

ter.

he chap-

In summary, as an ethologist I are content to define and de-
\

scribe two mechanisms of behavior change, namely: (I) taxis behavior

change primarily by learning and (2) taxis behavior and the learning

process at times, ificantly shifted and guided by innate act

pattern, and their'releasers. Since taxis behaviors are central to

any account of behavior change let's define them as well as pos-

s,ible

A. Taxis Behavior: Well Defined Behaviors Which Undergo the
Learning Process

Since the concept-of taxis behaviors relates to notions used by

learning theorists and- since taxis behaviors are such involved in

the account of on-going and behavior change, the nature of these be-

haviors should be elaborated. The two mechanisms of behavior change

should then be contrasted. This latter task will be accomplished by

clearly defining taxis behavior and the behavior which should be at-

tributed to innate action patterns and then describing how these dy-

namically inter related processes of o-.--ganismic adaptation are actu-

; ally discr inate.d during observational studies.

The term taxis behaviors" refers to behaviors whose exercise

R ONCE WAS the- observable corral to behavior change and which

ark the objects of step -by --step behavio.\ Lhange. Ethologists

ize that we are, for the most part, studying behavior and we
reia

should use behavior in cur account of mechanisms of change whenever

ientifically acceptable. Taxis behaviors include the
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adaptive responses which are most Q#fservably interactive with the

environment and with each ether. When active, they promote behavior

change through associative and discriminative learning (hereafter

often referred to simply as learning or the learning process).

As we shall soon see, taxis behaviors" has a broader defini-

tion than behaviors traditionally defined-and considered involved in

learning. More types of behavior are included in the learning as-

pect of the process of behavior change. rloreover, portions of one's

taxis behaviors, and in fact the learning process itself, are in-

volved with (su rye) the other class of mechanisms of behavior.

Again, this other class of mechanisms is the innate action patterns,

which emerge (are released) at one stage of development or another.
f

Ironically, though we will ,find the definition of taxis behlviors

broad in some respects, at the same time the definition is more spe

fie than that of "behaviors involved in.learning" in some import-

ant ways

Taxis behaviors inclu40 any of the types of beghav s which may

undergo the changes due to learning; but, only some of the behavio

of any given type are considered noteworthy. Only developmentally-

fixed species-typical responses to certain stimuli or, more often,

classes of stimuli; stage common aspects of perception, cognition,

and cognitive processes (all covert); and overt stage-common instru-

mental behaviors are considered taxis behaviors. Such behaviors are

species - typical behaviors and only species typical behaviors are the

subject of an ethologist's study. Taxis behaviors are those species

typical behaviors which undergo the changes due to learni9g, when

defined at any given stage of human development.

Extensive observations must ,e done to determine which aspects

23
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(actual portions or subsets) of observable and appropriately infer-

able behaviors are true "across subjects, are species typical

behaviors. This task is possible when one enia6es in extensive lon-

gitudinal observational studies and uses the well-defined interpre-

guidelines provided by a new, more comprehensive set of basic

assumptions about human nature. Although species-typical behaviors

are determined by studying many subjects, they are by definition

characteristics of each individual subject. Therefore the same

tax behavi-er-4.,may be found in any human subject at any given point

development.

We will discover-that all species- typical behaviors are instru-

mental in that they function to adapt an organism to his environment

or serve to promote the organism to his next developmental level

(which is also more adaptive). With this in,mind, taxis behaviors

can be equally well, or possibly better, understood as development-

4 ally fixed species typical instrumental behaviors and stage common

patterns of instrumental behaviors (also species-typical) which are

olved in the learning process.

As noted, taxis behaviors and the learning process also in-

volved with the other mechanism of behavior change. They promote

change by way of the mechanism of innate action patterns follows:

One could say that taxis behavior and the learning process facili-

tate the integration of innate action patterns with behaviors al-

ready present. But it would be more accurate to say that certain

taxis behaviors are, altered rather quickly and dramatically as a new

innate action pattern emerges and then the learning process is

guided to further integrate these taxis behaviors with each other

and with the new innate action patterns and new releasers. The

ter learning and adaptation process occurs because aninnate action



pattern has phenomenologically salient releasers, which more than

anything else (at the time) he development (throgh learning)

of the relevant (aff tted) set.oif taxis behaviors. Another similar

way of looking at it is to say that a group of taxis behaviors and

the learning process in part function to subserve an innate action

pattern and allow it a more complete and more appropriate (adaptive)

expression.

Again, with the emergence of an innate action pattern, the rel-

evant group of taxis behaviors (and thus the learning process it-

self) are shifted to adaptively act with tile new salient class of

stimuli. The shift in the group of taxis behaviors is itself the

overt expression of the innate action pattern. In the case of a

rigid species-fixed innate action pattern, the shift in the affected

taxis behaviors is large and the innate action pattern is relatively

inflexible (inflexibly applied). In other cases, innate action pat-

terns alter taxis behavior more slightly (at least in the short

run). These latter innate action pat -terns are more flexibly applied

and develop more acquired components. Examples are in order: The

species-typical emotional reactions appear to radically affect taxis

behaviors and appear relatively inflexible in their action. In con-

trast, the innate action patterns which spur cognitive developments

appear to be more subtle in their effects and often become part of

behavior in general.

After undergoing the shift in functioning, the adaptively al-

tered taxis behaviors and the lear, process continue more or leers

as before, resulting in changes through leaching better (more

adaptive) intercoordination among the affected group of tax-is be

haviors. All learning which occurs after md as a result of the

shift in taxis behavior is the acquired action pattern.
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We should note that taxis behaviors are always the objects of

more or less step-by-step adaptive behavioral cNon es. Even with

rgence of an Innate action patterrP the shift in the hav-

ors (including the obL.ervable 'innate action pattern is so adap-

tive and integrated so raturally that it is usually experienced non-

chalantly by the developing individual. Yet, in some environmental

circumstances the subject may have a natural "a-ha" experience or

sensation due to the newly emerged innate action pattern or may con-

ceivably experience new conflicts because of past maladaptations.

Nonetheless, in spits of the fact thatAchanges in behavior due to

innate action patterns are rather smooth, it is still possible to

differentiate them from simple learning. With the proper set of as-

sumptions an observer can see any significant unlearned shift

taxis behavior as rathe;7 dramatic and only explainable by positing

an emerging innate action pattern.

thought that a group of taxis behaviors affected by an

innate action pattern must adaptively inter000rdinate before the

next new innate action pattern will emerge.

understand the behavior change mechanisms and devel-

o types.

will call them type one and type two taxis behaviors. Both types

taxis behavior ar,e overt in their fi

merit .

opment we can f convenience divide taxis behaviors

tial stage of develop-

In the earliest stage of human development the nature of type

one taxis behaviors can be easily and directly ebserved, for they

function independently and are largely overt Cin fact, only relevant

5

Reca

. 44
n

footnote 44

Recall footnote #4
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perceptual biases are covert). The essential character of the other

type of taxis behaviors can only be abstracte observation of

1roups of type one taxis behaviors. Type two taxis be aviors are

actually groups of type one taxis behaviors which have been altered

by an innate action pattern and are in the process of integrati

with the new innate action pattern. These dynamic subsets of type

one taxis behaviors, which S call type two taxis behaviors, ace al-

servable. For although their functioning can only be understood

by viewing the group, their innately determined intercoordination

and their functioning together is initially overt. Type two taxis

behav i once shifted or altered by an innate action pattern are

thereafter siailar to type one taxis behaviors in that they change

only as associated or disassociated by the learning process. Both

types of taxis behaviors will, with exercise Old as the result of

learning, become adaptively intercoordinated. As such they often

beccse further integrated with one's perceptual and/or cognitive

systems. When this has occurred, they may become covet and need to

be ferred -in appropriate circumstances. Let's describe each type

of taxis behavior further and then see how taxis behaviors may

become covert.

The first type of taxis behaviors is the type that i.rtially,

and for the most part. have an independent mode of functioning. At

birth this type of taxis behavior includes certain simple inborn be--

havior patterns. Specifically, those inborn behavior patterns whi

are initially considered type one taxis behaviors are: innate motor

responses .( "reflexes"), related motor response biases, and any

ate perceptual biases. Later in fe type one taxis behaviors

elude any previously type two 'taxis behaviors which have become de-

velopmentally fixed. Type two taxis behaviors and Kow they become
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fixed will be described soon. Suffice it to say that included among

the type two taxis behaviors which become fixed are many stage-com-

behm these be-h- avfors which when perceptl'all (or cog

nit ely) integrated become cognitions, cognitive processes, and d

velopmentally-based perceptions.

The reader 'may objec/ to the definition of type one taxi

haviors because it appears to indlude innate action pattern 7 which

are supposed to be something different from taxis behaviors. But

one must understand what is necessary to develop a perspective or

theory that involves both (1) behavior change through the exercise

of taxis behaviors and learning and (2) behavior change when taxi

behavior and the learning process are shifted by innate action pat-
\

terns= specifically, one must have a base of cri$inal taxis behav-

which to build the rest of the theory. -Although inborn be-

havior patterns and unlearned motor behaviors are certainly innate,

they are nonetheless appropriately selected as our original base of

taxis behaviors. This is appropriate for they are clearly the in-

nate behaviors which are most directly and independently interactive

the environment. All this

does not soon change.8

not to say that the situation

The other type of taxis behavior appears during development.

They are usually Aroups of the first type which have been shifted or

altered as new innate action patterns emerged. To recognize the es-
,.)

\ential adaptive character a these taxis behaviors one must view

In one or both of the senses of the term (see footnote #4).

80f course there are internal states of which the human subject is

aware and these will have to be inferred because they are not-obsery

able stimuli. Butthis is very different from the way innate action

patterns are inferred because releasers of innate action patterns

are always aspects of observable stimuli. Perceptual biases present

at birth are considered type one taxis behaviors. They are easily

inferred from the subject's overt behaviors, though not objects of

the observer's direct experience.
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them as a group and note how they function with respect to the new

class of releasers. Any new directedness (shift) in their n

1 8 as a group is the observable 'innate action pattern". In

regards, these behaviors are the same original taxis behaviors.

They may alternatively be viewed as the original type one tax

haviors t which now act concert with an innate action pattern

in the presence of the new releasers. The releasers are static or

dynamic characteristics of objects or static or dynamic features of

the environment. As such, the "clas:i of objects" which functions as

releasers is an abstract class, in a sense, BUT IT IS ALWAYS A DI

RECTLY OBSERVABLE CLASS.

I have said that each type of taxis behavior can become covert.

With this in mind one should expect that a portion of the observable

or appropriately inferable behavior will be taxis behavior of the

first type, functioning directly and independently in response to en

vironmental stimuli. Another portion of the observable behavior

(only) will be type two taxis behaviors and will be acting as a

group, possibly in sequence, to be in concert with a newly emer

ate action pattern. (The primary adaptive functioning of these

behaviors and the primary adaptive value of the learning they un er-

go will only be clear when the new ate action pattern is under-

stood and when the new class of release abstracted from the ob-

servable environmental circumstances.) A certain I., rtion of infer-

able behavior will still show the distinct patterning due to innate

action patterns which emerged in the past. The reasons for this

will be discussed later. We shall also find that these covert be-

haviors are considered type one taxis haviors, although very

clearly derived from type two.

To confuse matters further, many overt taxis behaviors



observed to function to a significant extent as both

behaviors= type one in some environmental circumstances

of taxi;

type two in other circumstances. food examples of such behaviors

can sae found when one examines emotional reactions. Emotional reac-

tions which act as type one taxis behavio are exemplified by well-
eloped ("learned") emotional reactions. At other time!-;,

el" reactions to newly perceived circumstances will clearly

voive the same emotional reaction patterns, now acting as type two

taxis behaviors.

I have said that both types of taxis behaviors can in a

become covert and roust then be inferred in appropriate circum-

tances realize that 11 raise criticism not

avo.tded. Taxis behaviors, though always initially overt in their

functioning (with the exception of erceptual-biases preset,t at

birth), way become covert. They will continue to function

will not be ob rvable or abstx actable, but will have to be

red. When covert they will function as developmentally-based as-

pects of perception and as cognitions and cognitive processe.

Let state how bias May Occur type taxis b navi

The type one taxis behavior

enT. func

th easily observable independ

g, may become so weii integrated with the perceptual

her type one taxis system, by definition) that they f c-

eely as aspects of cognition or

oh, they func covert. Fare covert

ive processes. As

viors). In effect, the

nal processes now ssu, for certain external manipula-

ons; we can deal with certain objec

vert manipula

(evaluate them) without o-

The integration of this type of taxis behavior

occurs solely through the learning process .e. , associative and

inative, or dissociative, learning

of our,e, is aiterea by this learning also.
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Many aspects of our cognitions and Cognitive processes seem to

ivities

that

acqu rather than determined by rigid

(perceptual bias

much of

type one

havior is

ogn

) and innate action patterns. We assume

and cognitive processes are based on

behavior because assumed that all acquired

one time or other directly manifest as this particui

type of behavior. But the picture

that some tax

ewhat more com- Recall

behaviors can function as type one or type two, de-

pending on the circumstances. And also, as we shall see, type two

taxis behaviors may become type one if fully integrated and develop-

mentally fixed.

I've said, the second type of taxis behavior may in a sense

also become covert. This is more complex and will require a longer

explanation. Recall that in the case of these taxis behaviors, the

hanis of adaptive change is

hart,

terna

valved fr.. their funct

is necessary to abstract an innate action pat-

ch they act with other behaviors in response to

new releasers. Much of the adaptive learning these behaviors under-

go can only be uric erstc od by der ing the group of involved taxis

behavior ,_; and how they are responding to new releasers. Over time

cup of tax behaviors will become more adaptively

ed and will become integrated with the l.nrtate action pattern.

In the process aspects of the innate action pattern will eventually

become aspect, of the involved group of taxis behaviors self.

(More accrur4i.eIv : more and more behaviors will become shifted by the

new perceptual bias, which is at the root of the observable *innate

action patternTM, and the behaviors

havior

I become more and more shift-

this occurred to a great extent the involved taxis be-

feet, as type one taxis behaviors and function

pendently whenever they a-e the active responses. A way to under-



is to consider the nature of behavior when the entire

shift in behavior due to a flexibly applied innate action pattern

eted. This includes not only the initial alteration in the

viors but the acquired action pattern resulting from fur-

ther intercoordinat on through learning. With exercise and with

bgroups of the affected taxis behaviors become associated by

ng while others have become disassociated. We end up with

stable indepidently functioning subgroups of the affected taxis be-

haviors. Also, at the same time, the environment to which the organ-

ksm responds has been perceptually or, in later stages, cognitively

shifted. The subgroups of the affected taxis behaviors then act in-

dependently in perceptually (cognitively) new environment.

They are thus now type one taxis behaviors.

When type two taxis behaviors have adaptively intercoordinated

and act independently as new type one taxis behaviors, these behav-

may be further integrated perceptually (and/or cognitively) and

h other type one behaviors described earlier, the perceptual-

cognitive changes may eventually result in perceptual- cognitive -pr-o-

ces: ch substitute for overt behavior-. This again,

ean when we

In

ec,

hat the taxis behavior becomes covert.

once the type two taxi.. behaviors are fully ntegrat-

the innate action pattern and with each other they may be-

come effectively type one behaviors and then may become covert.

Since only type one taxis behav or behaviors which function ef-

fectively as type one taxis behaviors, are covert, all covert behav-

ions, except basic innate perceptual biases, are in one stage or an-

other observable independent behaviors. If this dues not seem

likely mply because previously developed, largely covert

havicr., participate in activity in later stages of development,
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ch obscures the significance o n-going activity.

The processes involved with this second type of taxis behavior

ite complex, so an example would-be helpful. Although' nc

'dies have been done with this perpective in mind, Piaget's gen

du itative (analog) descriptions gnitive changes pro-

vide us with some apparent examples. Early in infant development it

apparent that the child is attending to certain classes of fea-

tures of ects he is viewing. At the same

responses the original b

dinating largely

e his inborn innate

taxis behaviors are intercoor-

response to these classes of stimuli. Once irate --

gration among those taxis behaviors has occurred, these development-

-fixed coordinations may become f

ceptual system .d become cove;

her tegrated with the per-

The result of some number of such

perceptual (or perceptual cognitive? or developments is what

P aget calls "objact permanency . In the next developmental stage a

iiar process involving an innate action pattern(s) goes on so the

child

and

respect to

propria

at fl

n

come to understand very al 'class aspects of objects

may understand very basic lawful s of objects with

er. One must hypothesize classes of stimuli ap-

the development

overt manifestations of the learning, but in t e cer-

learning. Again the observer will

ehaviors will become covert. The subject at this stage and

future developmental stages is complicated by the fact that certain

behaviors of the previous developmental tage(s) are now functioning

covertly (and some with the aid of memory (a topic to be discussed

later) ). This raises the important issue of how covert behavior

can be inferred and this wil3 soon be described. Fortunately, new

developments in each stage tend to subsume and fix past developments

that analysis does not become an impossible task.
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This a good point to note the Jbservable manifestations of

action patterns As said before, observable innate action

patterns_are the result of physiological changes the brain hien

create perceptual biw.es. They can be abstracted from behavior

under observation by examining the shift in functioning of groups of

taxis behaviors. But observing the pure manifestation of the innate

action pattern may in some cases require careful observation. The

more flexibly applied innate action patterns will be accurately

assessed only if detected early. Flexibly-3 innate action

patterns soon begin to "acquire" components; they begin to be inte-

grated with the affecLed taxis behavior, through learning. The ob-

r.

servable innate action pattern without many acquired components may

be rather short-lived. Moreover, such flexible innate action

patterns may well occur in only one stage or another and this is the

only time they need to have any directly observable manifestations

at all. More flexible innate action patterns may become well

integrated with relevant taxis behaviors; they then effectively be-

come part of, or more accurately, manifest themselves in these taxis

behaviors and may then become covert (as described before). Further-

more, the taxis beha!iors to which the innate action pattern has

been integrated may experience shifts due to new emerging innate ac-

patterns. In later stages of development may be impossible

to abstract or validly assess the original innate action pattern as

an aspect of any taxis behavior, unless the innate action pattern's

initial overt manifestation had been observed, its "acquired" compo-

nent::. monitored, and if its nature as it became covert was assessed.

noted before, since tax ehaviore may become covert

mportant that we define the circumstances under which they my be
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appropriately inferred. Also we must have guidelines `which allow us

to assess how these behaviors may change after becoming covert.:

B. Inferring Covert Taxis Behaviors and Inferring Changes in
Covert Taxis Behaviors

In any organism which has had some contact with the environment

and which has undergone a response change, covert taxis behaviors

are a possibility which must be considered. How is it that we are

able to consider such unobservdole (cOvert) behaviors as causally

significant factors in any future overbehavior changes? Since we

must base all inferences on behavior weLh ve observed, there are on-

ly two possible answers. EITHER:

(I) We must assume that any covert taxis behaviors now operat-

ing were observable as type one taxis behaviors at one time in

the organism's -past and, though presently functioning internal-

ly as aspects of perception or cognition, they can be inferred

as having a similar effect as when last overt because of simi-

lar circumstances and because the most acceptable scientific ex-

piFnation (in terms of behavior) requires it.

OR

(2) At times one may need to infer that groups of intercoordi-

nated covert behaviors are presently functioning as did the in-

nate and acquired aspects of the corresponding overt action pat-

tern, which could last be abstracted from avert behavior. It

is more likely that one would need to do this in the case of in-

flexible innate action patterns than with acre flexible pat-

terns. The behaviors of the more flexibly-applied innate ac-

tion patterns become so well integrated that they result in

shifts in the perceived environment to which the organism both-



ers to respond at all. Thereafter, such behaviors are

best viewed as type one (independent) taxis behaviors and

explanation fib tuffices.- Mary of the irrite -action pat

terns spurring cognitive developments are of this type.

In the case of inflexible innate action patterns,

though only somewhat integrable with other overt behaviors

and having relatively fe qu-ired components, they may

more or less becoae_co.v rt simply because of the fact that

they reoccur often enough and consistently enough to be

'recorded* in memory along with certain perceived circus-

stances.9 The basic emotional reactions are this type of

innate action pattern. Such innate action patterns become

covert by integrating in a rather unaltered form with the

existing perceptual and/or cognitive systems. In such

cases such covert behavior might still be best viewed as

being a very distinct set of behaviors (similar to innate

or still-distinct acquired action patterns as last observ-

ed) because they still function together as a group or

sequence in response to rather particular classes of stim-

uli and arc not effective with stimuli in general. In

other words, they can still best be understood by recall-

8 the innate action pattern and subsequent learning

which in fact defined them as meaningful behaviors in the

first place. Such functional groups of taxis behaviors

can be inferred if similar circumstances are present and

if the most scientifically acceptable explanation (in

terms of behavior) requires it. It is assumed that these

The way recorded* aspects of environmental circumstances key
recall from long-term memory will be discussed briefly soon.
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behaviors, like other covert behaviors, are type one taxis be-

haviors C by defintio ).

Apparently, although trtain inflexible behavior patterns are

not integrable with overt behavior they say noncLheless adapt to en-

vironmental circumstances due to the thorough evaluation of the en-

vironmental circumstances which our covert behaviors provide. Thus

inflexible behavior patterns often appear to be sore integrable with

covert behavior for it is many tines (though not always) in this way

that acquired aspects of emotional reaction patterns develop.

This above assumption which must be posited emphasizes the im-

portance of long term observation. Also, it restrains speculation

regarding the nature of covert taxis behaviors. Another assumption

supplements the first, for it provides a sound and weld- defined ba-

sis for inferring any changes in any behaviors, including overt be-

haviors:

An organism may respond to well defined releasers" with

e-typical perceptions, cognitions, and cognitive processes

(all type one taxis behaviors). Changes in such behavi

t be caused by associative and/or discriminative learning

in order to establish newly acquired aspects. An organism,

of course, may also respond to releasers with stage-typical

overt taxis behaviors, but in addition some of these overt

behaviors may be shifted towards new releasers correpsonding

to new innate action patterns. Any acquired components of

these behaviors will be the product of associative and/or

iminative learning. Covert and overt behaviors nay be

ote: Releasers which were effective or which became effective dur-

ing earlier stages of development remain effective in impor-

tant ways, though they rarely result in shifts in overt be

havior.
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intercoordinaA4 by associative or di a sociative (discri pa-

tive) learning.

This assuWion- is assumed to hold true for any changes at any

in any overt Or covert behaviors. Any covert behavior or any

group of patterned covert behaviors must reoccur in exactly the same

manner as last observed unless evidence for and evidence of further

acquired aspects have in fact been observed. Specifically, for fur-

ther development, two or more behaviors (overt or covert) must have

had the proper circumstances for their functioning and there must be

an observable basis in the environment for further learning. This

assumption deserves the most careful consideration with regard to

inferred covert behaviors which can still be seen as patterns re;at-

ed to innate action patterns or still-distinct acquired action pat-

terns.

Further controls should be placed on any interpreLat n of be-

havior. When interpreting taxis behavior we must abide by establish-

ed and necessarily relevant biological principles: For one,

would be best if we could abide by the principle of homeostasis

all organismic functioning and would seem necessarily applicable.

For the reader who does not fully understand homeostasis, hope-

fully the following definition will suffice. Principle of Homeosta-

(as it applies to psychology): All basic behavior (species-typ-

ical behavior) either returns the organism to some steady state or

directly instrumental towards establishing the next level or de-

gree of adaptation. During development it is probable that the lat-

ter type of homeostatic behavior shall have to be viewed on two le-

vels: On one level the behavior may serve to better adapt the organ-

its present environment. At the same time, elements of the
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behavior may be Ostrumental in promoting the stimulus pattern neces-

sary to release new innate action patterns of the next developmental

stage. In this latter regard, the behavior can be viewed as sub-

serving a superordinate system -- namely, the system of innate ac-

tion patterns.

Unfortunately it will not be possible, at least intially, to

give all behavior the proper homeostatic interpretation because su-

perordinate systems controlling behavior and its development will

need to become better understood first. Nonetheless, portant/gen-

eral patterns and relatively unaodifiable innate action patterns can

be given a homeostatic interpretation in the initial stages of

study.

Not only will it be difficult, initially, to give all behavior

a homeostatic interpretation because we do not understand superordi-

nate systems, but also we are not initially sure which behaviors are

species-typcial and which are individualistic. Much confusion can

result from interpreting too soon. In the first studies of the hu-

man we shall begin to understand superordinate systems and come up

th hypotheses as to which behaviors are general species- typical

behaviors (present throughout life) or which are stage-common, spe-

cies-typical behaviors. After further studies we can begin to

homeostatic interpretations to more possibly spec typical behav-

It must again be noted that in ethological studies nvidual-

ic aspects (subsets) of behavior are not studied, but are co

ered essentially as random noise. It is this writer's belief that

understanding the nature of the species must proceed any indepth un-

derstanding of individual characteristics.

There is another important principle to abide by when int pret-
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mg species-typical behavior: All basic, species-typical behaviors

oust be viewed s adaptive. Only this view is evolutionarily accept-

le, Behavior may be viewed as adaptive in two ways: (i) Behavior

must adapt the organism to the environment. (2) All behavior must

also ave a "goad fit" with other known behavior patterns the organ

assesses. In principle, one could simply view behav or as adap-

tive to the environment, if indeed we could somehow intuit what

important in the environment as a whole. But, since we are not

blessed with such a gift of true objectivity, we must take both of

the two ;iiews of adaptive behavior. In short, we must look to the

organism for clues about what "the environment" is. Yet, one must

not lose

principle,

f the fact that to be in accord with the adaptive

behavior must be hypothesized to have very appropri-

ate releasers (stimuli or classes of stimuli) in the environment.

These easers must be observed as such.

As with the principle of homeostasis, only general or relative-

le behaviors can be given a fairly good adaptive inter-

pretation at first. Again, after 1 studies, hypotheses can be

drawn about how the adaptive principle can be further applied.

Abidin

y

these two well-founded fundamental biological prin-

I allow future scientists to avoid the recent tendency of

mparing all behavior to phenomenological norms. By this,

mean the prevalent tendency to compare all behavior to standards

which are based on a collection of various hard assess facts,

corporated into a descriptive model-of normative behaviors. The

nor ative, common or typical, behaviors are described with regard to

how they appear to function in adults during periods of short-term

observation_ Such practice is most clearly typified by the work of
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modern social cognitive psycholo

oolted'in

This tendency has always re-

of hu *an functioning a5 either= norisative (typical)

which, though described, is rather uninteresting and unexplained, OR

irrational, and only thus is more amenable to research and explana-

tion. This kind of view has always bothered me, not only because

psychologists become prone view humans as a little too irrational

on the basis of their studies, but because a good informative

account of the nature of the well-functioning individual is always

lacking. In making this criticism I am reminded of a quote by Emer-

son= "Away profane philosopher, seekest thou in nature a cause?

Tnou must feel it and love it; thou must behold it in a spirit as

grand as that by which it exists, ere thou cans't know the law."

At this point, the reader may still have questions regarding

what characte iple taxis behavior (type one) as opposed to

taxis behaviors which are being affected by an innate action pat-

tern. How to differentiate simple, independent taxis behaviors from

the observable manifestations of an innate action,pattern is a very

Important question and requires a more complete aYlswer than one can

obtain from the informat iven so far. Let's review the nature

of taxis behaviors and innate action patterns for this purpose and

at the same time cite information on how these behaviors possibly

relate to memory. I will then close this section of the chapter

with a view on the evolutionary

been discussing.

gnificance of the behavior we have

Differentiating 'Innate Action Patterns and Independent
Taxis Behaviors During Observational Study

Simple (independent, type one) taxis behaviors are fact

those of one behaviors which are simply 'being acwiree, by being
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°elated together or disassociated. The actual physical acts

tion some structural or chemical change which is not observable.

Simple taxis behaviors can be characterized as responses which are

in the process (again, simple learning is the process) of integrat-

ing with one another in response to perceptually or cognitively simi-

lar, but identical, environmental circumstances. Of course (in

fact, by de tion), similar released are involved. Through this

process certain environmental similarities are discovered; thus, al-

ternatively, this aspect of taxis beavior functioning may in part

be d as further integrati-g perceptually or cognitively similar

aspects or circumstances of one's environment.

To complete the picture of this aspect of taxis behavior func-

tion we must note that, at the same time, different classes of stim-

he environment are being defined as certain taxis behaviors

are found ineffective when applied with each other. This will re-

sult in discriminative learning and in this way taxis behaviors will

become disassociated. Of course, it is the corresponding aspects of

the environment which will become disassociated and discriminated.

Simple independently functioning xis behaviors adapt an organ

ism to simple new patterns of stimuli in the environment or better

integrate the m with aspects of a rather familiar environment

by their exercise. In contrast, when taxis behaviors have been

shifted in their functioning (or response characteristics) by an in-

nate action pattern, they will slowly integrate themselves with the

new or relatively new innate action pattern and thus better inte-

grate the organism with the more or less generarfenvironmental cir-

cumstances in which it finds itself. Phenomenologically these taxis

responses are responses to what is significantly new to the subject

in what would earlier have been viewed as environmental circum-
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stance very similar to those previously experienced.s

The human subject is aware (cognizant) of some of the funo

in8 of taxis behaviors which have most recently developed

are still developing. But the human in the early stages of develop-

ment is never aware of the behavirr patterning because he is not a-

ware of what further adaptation it will bring. Nonetheless, in the

proper circumstances, the subject is very aware of the releasers as

portant stimuli, though one should not expect them Lc, be viewed

socially important, and thus, regarded as important by the subject

when and if he is questioned. Humans are simply very aware of the

releasers and this will be reflected overtly by the attention given

to these stimuli and by some overt taxis behaviors. We might never

become aware of the patterning of the behavioral responses 1 ss we

study psychology, for t'ne patterning oftentimes roughly sponds

to what becomes the pattern of reality itself.

As taxis behaviors, including, of course, well integrated in-

nate and acquired action patterns, become well established they

oftentimes become further integrated and come to function as part

our cognitive-perceptual system. From another standpoint

terns of reacting, once established, result in stabilized releasers.

These eleaSers, of course, have acquired components corresponoing

to the species-typcial acquired action patterns. At one time or an-

other, we are particularly aware of the stabilized releasers and

acutely aware of their utility for gainina access to the representa-

tions of past associations and behaviors in long-term memory. Re-

cause of their tility fulfilling this function, the neural

traces' (representations) of the stabilized releasers appear to be

stored or integrated in a part of the brain that functions as a go-

between between short-term and long t ru memory. It seems th



pre ntations of relatively new, and and newsy lazed,

become integrated or Incorporated with the representations of re-

iea ers of past development in a special fractional part of :'.#11a.

!i
brain.

Integra

ss and proba&ly has

a ,erceotval

logical basis (referred to in the

last paragraph) in the temporal lobe of brain, where evidence of

memory probes" has been shown t2 While our cerebrum nay reflect

ow:- pereptual experi once and associations,

we use

The

e "probes"

make new (presnt) meaning out of what we have ":stored ".

are our access to long-term memory. Our short-term mem-

cry, our wor king memory, is normally of very limited capacity,

a_sures that we deal

amount of s

ly and perceptually with a limit-

li and a cc rr e.spondingly 4.t.ed amount cif taxis

Sho. -terN memory can access portioc%s of long-term me-ory

through the use of the 'probes". Which "probes" are used depend on

or what has recently

The limited capacit

the subject of our attention.

of short-term memory an especially elegant

adaptation wheel considered along

cerebrum

tnree systems

01red :71pecst.7, o;

The

our

ednes

Earlier I said that

the large capacity of our

largely innate Integration

of emot.

lon

Behavior

to act'

assures that the ac

carefully

erns

"f1. As I noted before what this actually means

AT, and Shit on,

)21bid.
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tes;:-

will be

Other, m

of application,

flexibly they

.nnate, act.aa patterns

overt taxis beavi

ore rl8id,

rd innate

was i note.::

become more thcrau &hiy

rd will become pests of,

more of one's stage- common taxis be or.

applied, less easily released In-

nately suided taxis behaviors achieve some integratio

e-

the

cognitively,

common

not often become aspects of othei-

behaviors what is the ada "purpose" in

t that some innate action patterns come to be senerallv

applied, while others are fixed and respond only to rather parti

and definite circumstances

:,wer to

span

tern. So are fear and guilt and oti:er less important "._s dar e-

eventuai y

in cogv ve or perceptual aeveiop ents become so pervasive

Cis ght thl:

sho

p ation?

at examples and see if we can speculate on the an-

question. Distress and shame are

he mark of relatively inflexible

y fixed

on pat-

rotIons In contrast, Innate action patterns

they oete

ad,otlye?

Emotions mast often occur In soda? si;.uatlons or when olo

1 eturn to a real or relatio P-

pothesize that we n

ing certain primary

le ways

eed to cate our dif, cuitie

onsn in r.ei iable and

n

c" may serve as an automat w,)de of commu

tion between pi,irseives and

-,elf and ira.i.ned others) . In

(or, upon reflection, between our-

processes are

liv enga3ed

e processes are not

never clea. ly manifest to others who are not

extensive Ions-term ohservat
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ely communicated

They

d much the development

processes is therefore not normally percep

ded ir development and the

or. cos-

le to other.

a coiltinwins

e innate action patterns (innate perceptual biase>),

nonetheless of great importance.

It neces!:a nur

fellow ore tares and that we have tne to compare ourselves

with others and model their ben .i0f. Yet, experiment have demon-

t:trated that even modeling may not be Our reactive emo-

tions are apparently sufficient for maintaining social relation
h, s. They act as easily recognized symbol, (releaser:) others

355e55 our behavior and when we assess our own behavior or the behaV-

The,. re evidence of some f 1- h I 1

ity even in these relatively fixed action patterns, for these reac-

tion-_; differ reliably

cv of form, the

h age. While

lye emotion

g a

change in some

-ertain constan-

cts due to

anyne change in interactions with others and the environment

r-osnItiye devel omen



Chapter 1, Section II

itique of Freudian and Erikson n Theories

and neo-Freudian theories give a general appraisal of

human development and personality and indeed are uniquely noteworthy

important attempts to deal with the subject as a whole. But,

to the sensitivity, and even the qualitative insightfulness,

of their phenomenological descriptions, their explanations for the

phenomenology are not, for the most part, well-founded. In other

words, their interpretations of causes of behavior are not well-

founded.

I shall begin by describing and offering a critique of the gen-

era! characteristics of Freudian personality theory. Many of the

name general concepts which I shall examine can be found in neo-

udian theories. We will then take a look and examine the

cal Freudian stages of development and also Erikson's stages

of development. I shall then present an alternative viewpoint on

;ImIlar matters. There are, of course, neo-Freudian theories other

than Eriks.on but

accept

re exi

comprehensive

planation of developmental stages will be brief and of a general and

.hat speculative nature. Though my viewpoint will, be of the

general nature, it will nonetheless be based, as much as po

ce they are all similar from an etholo

an sinces..ince Erikson's theory is widely known and

the one se to examine.

very little data upon which to base a7lv accurat:

iption of development. Thus, my alternative ex-

on the organism's relationship h its environment. It will

be an empirically based erpretation resting on internal (covert)

behaviors only so such as it must. -avert behaviors will be de-
r"
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scribed in only the general

with stimuli in the environment. It

are ii always corres

tha I believe that co-

vent behaviors .are not impOrtant. From what I've said ear

chapter the reader

tance. But

I' believe they are of the utmos

should begin by describing the empirical relation-

ship of the orsanism to the environment. Any further speculation

can wait. Since the basis of all behaviors and behavior changes has

already been defined, a good scientist will wait until he has

served the organism enough to draw justifiable and practical hypo-

ses the specific nature of covert beha It would not

be prudent to speculate any more than necessary to deal with the

- at hand.

The Cemer3 Nature of Freudian Theory

Freud and errs appeared to take a broader view of hu-

an development which would seem to allow for an rpen-minded assess-

t

mecnanis

r

to

collec

e types of innate behaviors and all possible

avior change. Unfortunately, a large part of the

Freudian (and neo-Freudian) developmental theo-

the ery ew session or modeled on such

navioral data collected. Thus, we would not be surpr see

behavioral processes and mechanisms of behavior change modeled on

-term processes when the theory is used to explain the on

c)f pecific behav s or behavioral changes. Once again, one can

readily find indications of time- biased interpretationos of behav-

As was the case wheri behavioristic notions were reinterpreted,

an ethological reinterpretation of Freudian theory will allow one to

avoid making any unwarrantew preconclusions about types,of caw

sequences based on a limited sampling of behavior.
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On the pot- side, Freud and his followers did attempt to

e assumptions about human behaviors based on the necessai

applicable biological principle of homeostasis. But, they also mo-

deled behavioral processes and mechanisms of behavior change on the

principle of conservation of energy from the physical sciences.

And, the way this was done was not well-founded. It was posited

that a certain amount of libidinal energy" is constantly present.

Though certain environmental stimuli were thought to act as quasi-re-
/

leaser (including, most particularly, the erogenous zones) and

thought to heighten libidinal drives, there were always libidinal en-

ergy and orgy

developmental activity which was not directly hinging on interaction

with the environment.

To add empirical plausibility to this latter practice, people

needs that could be called into play to explain

were of° ted as the naturally chosen, "best" sources of libidi-

gratifications whenever possible and plausible, though classes

nanimate objects were sometimes cite this regard. The pro-

cess of displacement was often involved. Displacements were thous

ible whenever the "real source" of libidinal satisfaction was

blocked and its attainment was prevented by factors (esp. caretak-

ers) in the environment. Some this displacement activity was a-

daptive and when this was the case the "energy was said to be sub-

S b ion was possible because of the human ability to

"reason" and "reality test". Humans, they said, have these abili-

as a result of ego development. But reasoning abilities were

rarely considered to have adaptive functions of their own; fact,

ch ego functions were energized' hen direct and immediate gratifi-

cation of the basic libidinal needs was not allowed for by en-
N

ronment or by one parents 0.7 caretakers. Reality was incorpor-

Go



(knowic f reality was &a ,ned) only as was ry in this

rd. The actual matters reasoned about were poorly defined and

the reasoning processes themselves

an be said that reasoning processes

fined. Moreover,

e ,39 we gely

ed on the adult under standing, or assessment of the environment

and even the "wishful thinking" of the id was someti es modeled on

adult needs

ituaiton

The theory did require that one consider the

take certain past and present developmental conflicts

into account but did not require much else; other considerations

into account vary from theorist to theorist, but they are

never well defined or ffic nt.

directly

for abstr

Car umarliv

unctions

lythe

could

eked to

ffect of sat ng one's basic needs as

the "reduction of ever All behaviors were

aim. Even the develc..ment of the capacity

inking, with the advent of

rvi.ng thi

viewed

purpose. Like ego functions the superego

gely because they are forced to exist. Only

through ego behaviors and superego t

ive energies find ways LO be reducf

2.4 r u

ever

it is

ideas

be enumerated.-

Freudians neo-r ans

behaviors could the vas:

ven societal inhibitions

isrob eto outlook,

tape human as having

covert behaviors which are not highly adaptive They, for the most

patt, s "-ply allow the subject to adapt as he must. And, they are

ften learner; inhi ens, at odds with "natural aims". The degree

of adaptation, in theory, can vary widely depending on the care the

child receives.. But even after con

50
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a picture of the subject as an organ

WI

which retains irrational

that ceannot be at4sfied, and which has internal proses

that inhibit desired &ratifications. This vie n sharp contrast

to what ethologists have observed regarding the behavior of other

mal, . Virtually all species-typical animal behaviors are more

adaptive than anyone could have is agined.

(2) "Energy" is a concept that always needs development and

refinement. In the case of the Freudian and neo-- Freudian concepts,

the energized behaviors should have been better defined; this is to

say, they should hove more accurately described environmental

leasers. To an ethlogist, all behavior must be directly interac-

rive with well defined aspects of the environment and innate action

patterns must be released by environmental stimuli or classes of

stimuli. The patterns of behavior which follow should have a clear-

ly adaptive function or lay the groundwork for other more adaptive

behaviors. No 'pre-programmed" behavior without clear cut environ-

mental releasers should ever be posited. Even behavior which

prompted by internal p vsi_logical states must be released by (or if

prefer. vreleaeed on") features environment. Moreover,

releasers should be ecological' appropriate, given the organ-

niche ard his other behavio Only such a

very basic evolutionary principles.

('' Freudian never demonstratedated that behaviors could best be

scribed in terms of the few well-defined releasers they did pro-

pose namely, the erogenous zones. Because of this, their other

f behavior

dynamics of behavior are then suspect from the start,

() Because some of the reu4ian and neo-Freudian concepts re-

e human the whole -world niche,



quire little empirical port. (little evidence) , they put few inter-

pretive restraints on -..he way covert processes should be viewed.

Thls its specially important problem in regard to the very impor-

tant unconscious processes or m. ianims. Unconscious wishes, often

viewed as rational, were interpreted as the result of what were

largely or even entirely covert processes. And this was often done

an adult model of cognitions and cognitive processes. More-

over, "unconscious thoughts', often of a non-rational nature, were

frequently posited, though often implicitly, and these were similar-
,

Iv interpreted.

Today we know that the use of adult processes as a model for

hood processes is most often unacceptable. But this may be the

least of the problems with the Freudian interpretation of uncon-

ious processes. Given the perspective on behavior and behavior

change presented ear in the chapter, it is highly questionable

whether "unconscious shins" can be considered as fundamentally the

result of covert behaviors. No covert processes, considered alone,

can be accurately characterized as "wishing' , which has an effect on

the I. Furth here are certainly no covert, uncon-

rocesses which can be considered non- rational or unrelated

to rati nali Let's examine the problem further and then see what

vpes of circumstances and behavio. s can cost closely fit the de-

;cz iption of "uncons s wi,;hing

Behaviors must undergo extensive development if they are to

come to have covert counterparts and must undergo even more develop-

ment if they are to function automatically as unconscious covert be-

haviors: Recall that all covert behaviors must first be overt, and

integrated (or intercoordinated) amongst themselves, before becom-

ing cognitively or perceptually integrated (before developing cog
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Live or perceptual counterparts). If all this has occurred such

behaviors may cease to have overt manifesta,i and have

ing functioning only through corresponding aspects of cognition or

eptual processes. It ill later that they he furth

tegrated, specifically when subsumed by new cognitive or perceptual

developments. And it is only at this point that they function as un-

conscious (automatic),'covert cognitive or perceptual directives and

act to determine what aspects of the environment the organism reacts

to at all. As such, they are best understood as fixed aspects of

perception and cognition (with corresponding fixed releasers) and

not as . Moreover, such behaviors will develop only if they

are normally adaptive or based an a stage typical integrative capa-

city which, no matter how uniquely applied by a given individual,

has an adaptive functioning similar in all members of the species.

Such covert, unconscious processes of thought or perception can

never be understood as primarily irrational or non rational. The

impact of covert cognitive-perceptual directives on which aspects of

environment are reacted to and which are not is not certain, but

one tray be sure that a consistency in overt behaviors must

volved any mala option (1 ationality)

the individual.

Can recall from

fundamental

harmful "wishful thinking The ethologi 's a

or c au

conti ues to affect

lead to maladaptation? Can

of irrational, potentially

to these gu

one, is a firm "no'. Recall from long-term memory cannot occur

be considered to have any effect). unless avert behavior also re-

flects ncern with the key aspects of things or events which are

recalled. There are di t nct tat

tern memory be

aar Gina the way na-

robed' though in a well adapted individual this

53
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7:aY a subtie proce s znvolvl numerous cognitive process

4«; At possible

ous p:oce

-rational unconscious "wishi

both coup

vior may be involved in uncoil-

that they may be described o5

The answer is clearly on

f=irst, there are groups of behaviors which when

acted from behavior and viewed operating together

could be characterized as non-rational. and

even irrational

eveztualities,

hing" It is conceivable that if not further

intercoordinated in the course of normal development they could re

of an

recce

in serious adaptati nal problems. Furthermore, the possibility

ndiv = dual being unconscious or unaware of the .re and di-

ess of such overt behavior patterns is not unlikeiy. Recall

that behaviors are often Ra

vidual is not aware of t

ately and the developing indi-

in Freudian theory, the ability of

the individual to intercoordinate the affected

these with other taxis behaviors, depends

If oast adaptations have

intercoordinati

nature of

one not eva

welt, (that

behavior

over t.

covertly). This, in

Indivioual's behaviors

behaviors,

on past ad

poor or not completed, further

difficult. Not being aware of

in

v;.. or fl

envirormrnt are not

nateo, for behaviors its such 3 state are no

ions and cognitive proce

d

sense that. it. 141-

;rorlmerlt

the case i f an

They will therefore

K

understood in any way. If the same aspects of the same environ

mental objects continue to act as releasers of the same basically

innate action pattern and i if further of this innate

pattern and the affected taxis behaviors is slow or not forth-
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coming y adaptive problems will continue and may get worse new

Innate action patterns emerge. Further integration of

Lot- 44q$,- a

cur, if one

in these behavi.s must

to have further cognitive development in thi

hay-

of

nctioning and if one is to have furtilor understanding of one's own

behaviors.

The concept of bunc n cious thinking" is even more unacceptable

than that of covert unconscious wishing. It is not only a contradic-

tion in terms, but fact there is nothing that this term may de-

qcribe in a useful way. "Thinking", in any meaningful sense of the

term, cannot be considered as anything but a conscious, rather deli-
)

berate process. Also, contrary to the impressaton one ht get from

Freudian theory, thinking is a highly adaptive process in its own

right. Even in cases of serious maladaptations, it in general

hishie adaptive. This is because the system of cognitions and cogni-

tive processe he most part a system which is pervasive

effects and one which originates the product of the

t ion of the perceptual

o f overt behavior.

f t en

a

Kit-i ©1 V

t ion

their overt

ra_

em with a large, well integrated system

tt.

cosnitive

y o Li recall, the overt b

and ,n effect. become aspec

which manipulates aspects of

ly. should be obvious t. that

necessarily involved h is process h the

th perceptions, etc. and the emergence of

new behavioral patterns which shall determine the subsequent steps

in perceptual-cognitive development are innately controlled. Purely

developmental t ght maladaptations, not due to physiological ab-

ty, are very limited in scope when compared to the posi

adaptive value of cognitions and cognitive processes.
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ear by now that any explanation of the genes

mental problems due to experiential factors cannot be

s of naladaptive thought processes alone, Environment-

and other behavioral stems t be cited in order to ex

plain the development of any adaptational problems of that

Most basi. ally, this has to do with the fact that the environment

must mediate all behavioral teraction and development. may

useful to note another ethological assumption not ye

an

cludi

only de interpreted in terms of confl

ent innate or acquired action patterns

logical ption that pecies-typioal coriflic

ted. it

se which may result in psychological maladaptations, can

that

4

two or more differ-

ethological vi

eh conflicts can result in the common developmental mal-

adaptations which are not physiologically based. Given this view

cognitions and cognitive processes can directly result in such con-

filet nniy when: two (or more) large separate cognitive systems,

which have developed from two (or more) distinct innate action pat-

term:: that come Incompatible while functioning under different

e<nvironieital circumstances are released simultaneously when cir

cum stance s)

lAeve that

hould not be hard to

usually occurs between the nate ac tion pat-

tern:, or acquired action patterns which have not yet been interco-

3710 to,rated cognitively For

thi; ,ort may frequentlY 0

dual's emo

C C Lir

mole, conflicts of

development when an

I reactions are not sited to a relatively new level

neral behavioral functioning resulting

fiexibiy-applied innate action pattern,

n acquired action pattern is an innate
ter undergoing the learning process.
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have concluded that when behavior 1Y examlned, cf.) -4-

tivc processes are never seen to be the cause of mF:7

But the importance of cognitive processes for adaptati ± o be

overlooked. Thought processes are covert tax

always applied in developmental conflicts and normally aid

resolution.

which are

cases where maladaptation occurs, thought processe7,

at least in the early stages of the problem, accurately reflect botr,

the problem, from the developing individual's cognitive perspective,

and any adaptive inabilities of which he is aware. Also therawkutic

olution of difficult adaptive problems will be aided by helping

the. ..7ubject to guide the application of all relevant taxis behav-

iors, including thoughts

f I

Thought guidance aid's the subject

went and proper intercoordinat

functions

of the confl icting behav-

Freudians and nec-Freudians :pend much time

conflict are conceptualized as conf

d- -type behaviors (libidinal drives) or between

eso and id-type behaviors. Most often, most of the behavior_,

volved are tho

t r

en -F260

t to oe covert. Emotional responses a.re con5IdeT1

ived in conflict and it the

;,hough they are, for the

conflict

twe en

zmpact,. logic

mpiy v: wed Sly

t sci

c.t.", (those which are species cal)

nnate action patterns and /or between diffreil%

quired action patterns. In addition to the fact that only such can-

flicts will be species typical, only such conflicts will be impor-

In contrast, in the Freudian view, ego

d in conflicts have no innate pattern.,

Recall that they are in effect viewed as i00% acq
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ba:c

.esuIts

fact and ;n

osistc;

tip. Freudian-_-; interpret

bet and emotions, respo

a5 tFleory.

observed five or six results

fl Innate and/or acquit

after the

patterns. Two of them are

One bo ility 1 1 that when two le

r acquired) action pattern are both released byd the circum,- ano

Or classes of stimuli) in the environment, a third pattern-

be-

eC re '3e. :.innate or acquired

coLir 1e , since its e!l.hold hay been reached by the c zrcumstances

now in chiding t. conflicting avio. thi,-; third behavior

tteA may be released. Of

;:attern i1 innately adaptive. An excellent human example :)f this

occurs when 6 YOUPig Child' ssmnt of the environment and his

relevant taxis behaviors

di

eduenliv effective and adaptive.

a,ui G and tne Gault aide the child

De clear that

pecific al .;imply

QC,Ce mature L h il ;en or

_ne eflvIVOnMeflt

atteMO.

cuff iC tently mature

ect-or and

be very

iv dual thi

of other basic taxis h tor

went wrong.

mportant to

ther both of the two noted

his thereof) conflict

patter i

the confl:ct to an

dealing with C1CCJ

responses have

it

a e-o.hfi, et

occur °_s more

ect..., which

um a val.

when one as

behavior attem ts or .you d

in the applica on

reaaae and learn wha

tions to

ba ?1,

tict

someLiLae

applied



in the 'Lsae circumstances The fact that, this is true mav fac

tate and help accoun for certain actIL4ireo action patternri in

tieuimr, qutr 6 eliotionai

The, to be the

-asic emotl-

L)roce.

the

of an

r;uen

1.--oordination aL-ipeot-

of di'atresa with cer tain cognition:; and

(A8ain, rer!ail that

The Fveudlan

WI look at

Pa

tive

ehaviorT, are behav-

ian Stages of Development

Fr_ud1F.n OnIM finder

of stage typical behaviors. Then I shall attempt to pre-

sical alternative interpretations of what may have

seen their observations. The ethological perspective w

of a stage concept, but it should ire viewed partly

co ervata,ons of per ode-,

Since I am 6olns to be soeaking to the

8,- to '7,3

=-1 continult.

y more about

iii

-

etholo cal view

scontinuity issue re8ardine vel-

behavior are normally very adaptive at any given poi,

Innate 3ction patt

an eralnenLly

re ,eras very

er:7, ace

are

du; .1.

'laic, A

nt

are released and are develop-

1

rile .::-.-iooth a wrIc

act

in ?no -3t

eiopment, k ng at it from another ,..standpoint- Releas-

ific std or specifi.o classes of stimuli encountered

by new classes of releasers only because they

39



poved

or chanse,

Immediately re:,u1 new

learning) which yield improved

poin 3rie

ptionins ane sra uai developnen

Yet, although development

eYpe

often and in

h and continuous, major shi

ed during close extensive longitudinal

tative change,-

and in v-

behavior may

the nature of overt behavior wi

tie a the result of the behavioral shi

-:;moot*-.t

Radical, quali-

over

Soon qualitative

changes in covert behavior will also be inferable. Given these

acts and the

bie to

let's

and then look at Lri

t. e

be presented.

ear

to

at one narize ervations

human development without speak

at the plassical Freudian stages

tapes, then the ethol ogical viewpoint

of life could be

t!v1t..Le5, Apn

an

e ed

lieved developments

Abed as centered around oral-

ently because of

actlY; .e.; of

the mouth doe: to

or ,r; were all incorporative Afl some way or

mode of at all needs. Some

stage were seen

is bodily nee , such like eati

,8 organism': "fasci-

all activities were pat-

it wants- n short,

Inability to develop

3ral stage could result

This would

8 be t character

ctory ego funct oning during

ued operation of oral mode behav-

spite of conflict

any o th r type c;f

60

tr

in-

"realitv°) anti an-

ff>J,rther



tainty due to the fact reai

"proper .incorporates. At other

8 (more adaptive) level,

"foonda on"

ten

k
e !1

h.!..d not been

an eA

f u n cf u n d lon

tiv" or

poor

cause of a we or uncertain

epold easily regress ducirg tines of conflict.

Even an adult who d experienced just

degree" of trouble during oral

lovp

small but -nif

development may pe

tarved". This may re in t in a passive and dependent

in unfideree or, oddly enough, essive

or greedy individual. Which result depended on the 'seve ty" of

the problems and when during the first year the problems in adapta-

developed.

always cited

adaptation,

improper care

he caLle

:off ic.ien. care by parents was

oble

gnificant affront to

n severe ca

reality (what he has managed to Incorporate)

an tC

He c a u

es of mal-

vidual view

responded to with

defensiveness. Primitive defense mechanisms predominate.

the irrationality

dual

Stage.reud'

mode- d 7 7- S he ability to control the anal

the anal stage,. in Freu

In

:his ehavior, in later 'Idhood or

engage severe self-recrimination.

one year

to say

er 7'L though

he anal

at the

A an

are very

phincter (i.

mouth was the erogenous zone

the eroseno zone and the center

on age velopment.

the mode of ac-

accurate

in what he can control

to occur with

h toilet trainin

e one, the

enter are

the child may develop an awes

11 be hard to supplant an

Junt

o1n spphLnc ter is

ration throuiyhout .is

61
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flict

regr es s and snow f V hav

uations (i.e. the individual may at

cal of t fi.f early stage of 4

velopment). Thus, once again an early mode of functioning may con-

tInue into

Another possible outcome of maladaptat- n during the anal

hat an

normal

may value "obvious an

dx-tant personal character ist

ant personal trait He ray

spondingly, all

van to

often as judgments on his self- attributions and

sponds with defense mechanisms, though these mechan

primitive as those used by individuals with serious oral fi.atians.

Freud's Phallic ta&e. The genital area is

erogenous zone of this stage. This

stage in the Freudian theory of development, lasting from about

three years to six years of age. Essentially, this is the most im-

vial possession or

reflecting mpor

unduely sensitive about such things.

jots of others which are potentially rele-

ns are viewed defensively andse bases of self-attribut

concept. He re-

Sig are not as

the portant

n d

tape because many lams conscience stem from maladab-

development in this stage. Between three an

a child develops abstract

ed ego functions) and

equences before po

lities (super rs

der his behaviors and

tempting to imitate the more

complex behaviors of his same sexed parent in many ,respects. The ba-

for the cc gnit,ive

abilit

cupation

haviors

ties involved is very poorly defined and

are poorly described. Because of the child's "preoc-

h the genital area, included prominently among the be-

considers are sex role behaviors. This leads, of course,

conflict (much of it supposedly covert from the very begin-

ming and to en of adaptive controls on behavior known as



the Lie pta

as tree

(male) or Electra 'female) complex. The comp eve-

Lid experiences interpersonal and intraperc-oral con-

because of the fact hat he cannot do

ther (male) or tother (female) does,

in th- fa

Becaur,e of the child's new,y acquired abstract capacities, he

able to imagine conflicts resulting from some kinds of behavior,

especially those associated with htr role or with the sex act.

Correspondingly he develops prohibition- , not only against rather

particular and ple types of overt means-ends behaviors as it the

second stage of development, bu' against what can best be viewed as

entire classes of behaviors, including certain naturally occurin

thoL Such abilities are impottant examples of what

meant by superLgo behaviors or function, . This ability has first

become

note

gnificant and important in this

to o . iginate in this phallic stage.

age and thus the super.ezo

give a more balanced account of superego functions o ne

the formation of ideals is a po- result of superego

functioning. identification with the same sexed parent, as much

,lppropri ate, is aided by developing superego ideal,.

i'. . the numerous possibilrt for errors in pa ohibitions or

in sex role identity that make such problem, in this e

problems (Ilaladaptat 1.5) Errors in swper-

source

le cause of an

e 80 pr ons and superego ideals are seen

warran4ed prohibi ns and/or guilt in later life.

mAry characteristic of ne

pr i

behavior. Since guilt, in contrast

to shame, first appears during the phallic stage, it is assured that

elopment i.s the most

likely source (of the cause) of neurosis. It as unclear how pro-

age more than any later period
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blems in eArliei s..Saes might

spons and maladjusted

f development may I

`appropriate gui

ego functions, Problems from

in either later

problems is great-

ad to

adulthood, al ..hough the li el

er in adul ce and early adulthood when x roles again become an

victual.

Freud. ag_e Four 31:1cY, Latency pmental

viewed as

a calm and undesand ng period. More and important basic skills are

=sue for the developing

period between ages ix and twelve (approximate

developed. but sex role development and gradual for the

child thinks little about such aspect; of himself (self- dentity).

Since adaptational problems are most commonly ociated with more

Intimate interpersonal behaviors, such as those developed in the

first three stages of

20

(7,

this stage is not=. closely examined by

clinically- oriented Freudians,

Freud's Stage Five: Adolescence. Sex role behavior becomes im-

r7 ant once again in adolescence. One basic g ills have for

'eloped by now. The adolescent experiences a

ehow becomes aware of conflict-laden aspects of

part

es

;GUS develapmen

a concern th sex

Self- nt ty as= a whole, a-

behavio somehow becomes an is-

eveA pments are thought to be greater cognitive

ly defined) end aU_;o in part due to an individual

react ion growth and hormonal changes. An individual experiencing

nts of thi s stage comes to consider himself with regard

acting as an agent in loci y. Also, he must resolve any pro-

may have which may keep him from having a satisfy

on ship with of the oppo

r e I a--

It is important that

feelings about oneself or others or one's conscience do

64



not prevent one from establishi thy and satisfying s relation-

ships with others. (Relationships with those of the opposite sex

are assumed to be more likely problem-ridden.)

It is developments during the early o'eas0 stages one, two and

three) which Freud considers mostmolt significant for character develop-
,

meat. Good interpersonal relationships in adolescer, -e are based

largely upon these earlier adaptations and developments. Adoles-

cence also a special stage for it is a period when any problems

an individual has developed can no longer be "latent" as in stage

four, but will become manifest.

sexua

.1( on. Erikson is a neo-Freudian. He takes both a psycho-

tage outlook and a psychosocial stage outlook on human devel-

opment. Erikson's psychosexual perspective, which is not nearly al_

popular as h s psychosocial perspective, is very ar to Freud's.

Suffice it to say that he views the same genera` modes of intimate

sexual") behavior (behavior with regard to caretakers) operating

in the earlier stages of human development, but he shie away from

centering the modes of behavior on particular "e-ogenous zones" He

believe that conflicts involving r as d with

the erogenous zones are so e.,7,pec problem-laden. He i s content

n erei;t ages and at different es as havingto view

di eren modes

-orid.

indicated, Er iks n, unlike Freu

behavior is best unde

to the erpersonal aspects

es not believe that all

ir terms of psychosexual

fact, he thinks that in most cases more c.an be understood by

a a sychosoc.al view. me

theory of the "eight ages of

sycho-so al

. But even this psychosoi,,i
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ry Freud's theory in that it is a stage theory

he believes that instances of conflict, or periods

flict, are times of pivital change for better or worse. Like other-

e psychologists" (e.g. Rapaport and Hartmann) and in contrast to

Freud. he emphasizes a more 'active role" for the bject, and cor-

respondingly, ego functions become more important. References to be-

haviors ;teaming from the drives of the id (libidinal drives) or re-

superego functions are rare (such references are complete-

ly absent in the writings of some ego psychologists, except to ex-

plain what once had been viewed as id behaviors or superego func-

tions in terms of a developing adaptive ego see Rapaport, 1960).

The orsanism is seen adapting to its world without being impinged on

y impatient id "drives". Moreover, the resulting view is of the hu-

man subject with an ego and a well integrated conscience developing

fro_ ego funnf

Era

the orsant

(cognitive processes functioning) in the world.

view strew evaluating the adaptive functioning of

at present, rather than concentrat

7.eem somehow to be the 'It of past development.

problems that

is Letter

=at )d .41th psyc-osoeial stages. Past developments maladap-

very important, but past conflicts and the

naLi..11-0

e

ticn ier v .otter

to present

ah effect which i MO7e

viors 4 tfd adaptations

theor parents and caretakers are just

contacts a child has.

Erikson's

of the important social

Each of Erikson's stages can be characterized. by a pair of de

iptive nouns which supposedly characterize the most likely posi-

or negative persona racte i ti

he sees as the basic type of identity (self - identity) conflict

mon to the stage .

hich may result from what
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age One c Trust

developmental period corresponds to the first year of

Freud's oral stage. But a in a I Erikson stages

in general which are

first s age are between behaviors

This

The major conflicts

to establishing basi

erpersonal trust and others which do not. Seriou

results similar to

tno. -al

Freud c escr .bed (and noted earlier) could re-

suit from problems at this stage. But notable in Erik oh's major

book, Childhood and Society, is the notion that a problem will per-

t into later life only

ety in which the individual lives

Stage Two

how fo ed by the fam

my vs. Shame or Self-doubt. Stage two corrc-

sponds t4 Freud's second stage in time (approximately the second

ar of fe). Now the child has matured enough to move about and

he is developing 'ba of his autonomy around others. New

cognitive abilities whlc!i have developed and other cognitive abi

which are developing are involved, but the

and poorly described. Failure to resolve conflic

noisy result in

racter

to one

our' problems with

are poorly defined

reiatin to auto-

If esteem (selt concept),

by shame or doubt. One problem which may possibly

ri this stage is 5eif-esteem,

possible negative results of

Freud. But again, Erikson believes that the

chow fostered.

Stage Three: Initiative vs. GO L. This stage, again, corre-

d suggested

not remain

sponds In

son

th Freud's third stage

and Oedipal s

e phallic 8 ). Erik-

conceed ,ychos xu-

al problems may result Ckom developments during this a

Erikson

But

not view the development of a healthy Oedipal complex
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the chit. has 1.

for him If,

Children

The

"cen.!.ral problem

a tonom. , hii ability to

now devel 4 t

ase, Rath-

s environment and refiring and developing hi!:

not be made guilty about being "curious"

(and the new capacity to experience guilt) implies

cognitive capacities and developing cognitive capacities not found

in younger children. again, as true in future stages as

well, cognitive abiliti es are poorly defined and p prly described.

i`ke Freud, Erikson

specific problem at

perience

.1d say that guilt, not shame, is the age-
.

point uevelopment. This capacity to ex-

the organism's newly acquired cognitive

and, though experiencing guilt

largely he result of sue

the xesuit of direct conf

id drives

uperego -type functioning,

ve ego functioning and n

between the environment and impa

dinal drives). Moreover, the superego -type behavior

are well integrated with the functioning of the ego.

-v to speak of the superego behav

form the

"time

hilt

tne

et

Much

feriorty,

It is unnece:-

havinfg an independent

stage esponds

stage, latency. 3ut Erikson believes thi

a ",;OCI3i

child normally devel

of h

:nee

jet
el

e neglect

competence in his ability per

ty. A posi

cud.

it
sense* of competence and the negative Po

ferldr ty" It

between problems in

tem i71 ;3 from

ffioult to understand

if esteem t :n of this

ikson de bes

one's own .imagintion in this regard.
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the central

identity

in

peer

ty vs. Role Confusion. This is adolescence.

this

Trt

Or d of life f

divAd6a1 will find is pro

a young aCilt in

Or he will suffer some degree or ct!ler of last

and among his

Freud as:,umed that, the individual had reached mater

end of adolescence. Erikson v;

"di

the

life of any individual as having

three more developmental stages. Two of these are substantial, in

that prosre adaptation is clearly made. These are: Stage. Six,

young adulthood, the possible results of the life "crisis" of this

stage characterized by intitacy or isolation (and loneliness), and

Stage Seven, maturity, the

erativity (helping younger people

of which are characterized by gen-

h interests similar to one'

own) or stagnation (preoccupation with oneself and with trivial con-

cerns). Stage Eight, old ase, is not so much a developmental stage

3'1; a psycho ocial state which with deterioration. This stage

characterized by a looking back on life and

are integrity or d,!spair.

An Etnologi

key oossibilitl

of the Stages of Developmen

1 w` = -fly outline an ethological yiew d dual tative-

oiferent stage in devel

Erik-tle to Fr

fore,

'he five stage; will correpond

rst five- stages. As noted be-

ethoi-;gical perspective will be very general. hall be

concentrating on the bases for cognitive developments, something

neg lecoted by Freudians and neo-Freudians. The development

emotional

pr escntat ion

ponss will not be thoz tughiy described in the brief
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Cha
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Behavior 15 being integrated with the innate perceptual

ed object.; become more and

more and more realizes

partly throe cation (contac

ild continues develop

oetween his behavior and the object

for perceptual-cognitive) s.Ftem develops

act

timuli to the

a separate object

th hI

ther relatiortshi

world. His perceptual

ther soon he can re-

at avlor which have produced an accidenta,. effect. Late in

stage oie or early ;.n stage two (approximately at 18 months) he will

lbic to

ons-tortir memo,.

C

31-e

ly car an effect which he ha caused before.

clearly already Involved in adaptation.

he -lated Cla- L...haracteri,,

Ohle-ts.

znieed the child must develop autonomy" . More

child

co!-1:,istene.. utility

Of torpor are

ate determinan

lop 'knowledge" of the

hi- basic behavioral re-

fox def calf and ct;

terstzcs of objects which

affect or are affect-

-,ubject or hid caret rs. The as.,p -ts of one's behavior

this

observed to ihave certain effe At

one CO Sri the ;e behavid
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c4n be or44ted.

The intes

recreat,:, ect, he ha7

or ehaviors at

easily recognizable integration cf behaviors

ceptions.

-rate

as a5pects of cognition or co

when thought to be effec

ine I uks-

results some behaviors beconi

_-gat that

vari-

Alt

t.he

unctinn

ive proce x :es and then only overt

The child will le to 3CDI

behaviors he has previously exercised to achieve

occurs oy way

apter.

tage clear that

in

the zechanisi 5 of behavior change oLtli

responsivene anc

ng process are supplemented by new innate action pat-

error becomes much less relevant

Ine releasers of this stage are the most

features of individual object

the

1ated

d"

tine term,

rt in hi-

caracte

or.

.atic and dv7amIc:

This can be seen e cht

By he end of the stale the n3-;ir

objec

No abtraction, in any

are associat

involved

with an

cterlfrom tine observable

circa stances. This nately-zilided perception and deflnit_zon

7e activity ject,

will have been

on adult u sa 6e.

velopment. R

rather perceptual

what are seen by

c-1 :elf

of cias-- ara

sets and primitive but effec

and their activity

behavi

sties will result in

understanding

a variety of circumst

cal I y
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t

il, L,--o and ben),ng ,_f,
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o :,.;Lt,-; one another. The new result in t3e three Is th3t a aP-

vPV %leanl
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-.;;Oered
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both

the 4jeet acts overtly

or the ':;4becordinate

as recalid cofle to 7:_e con-

This doe, involve abotrac-

in a simple, familia: sense of tilt word, fof both bfe:,eht ob-

ects 2nd circum ances and thorouzhly cecailed cPj,cct: 3nd

tances are involved in onoin aoe ssments of environmental

r% r,3nce

a e's

knowledge of the activitie7, and effect-, of ob-

,-ol-re:-_,ponding basic character the object-,

irct rdinateva 17 stage two are the basis for the

4 1

At tne 93me ti4le tne individu411 3;

into role tvp by a.,:-,7,oci3tior ::osften rec3i led or-

e

1, f -,1.hnIn, to be ce\,-,F.,lodec:

now are

tr.c c713'Le

iy useful ac.;,i.viti5 ("means-ends'

behaviors) toward objects or toward very rouzhiy a OCitd

centric") ol

vttoped and

characteri

the

es of objects. Such beha%t1,4rs have already been de-

ailv adapted. The numerou basic ted el

of idIvidal bjects have already been define

r.

.7/ Further integration or a'*.apttion now results in what
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di5tinctly human act vitie;,- which al-e applied to th4: relevant

cl e5,-of voje.7ts. My point. t_st szme beh3viors may be mc7Fit

easily by the deveiopin individual, in relation to

otners. Port. one's beha' os which ont:er the di;:ection

of innate action pattern 5 of this oei moot easily c-.1as-

ified as '
V 4 4,1y promotes (or "motivates", if
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=d-
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';ToF3 re iCtlYt

t.her 1nvet./.8

. .3n ii r e e

37'Z,1v;7.

. A8a1n, the eieaoeo are Partic,Jlar stase-tvP-

of 3tu1A o!;- o sroup5 of .0.trvable

it witn 1-)Qthez over tly and covert..i':,,,

rvable.) In stage four, key

alway7., releaser:. ace

roLdinte cis pecui of

avre 'discovered" which in time allow for new uperordinate

clase !.. to form which correspond the relations anon s factors in-

vol 1-, many Important /awful activitles al' objects. As tnis

me under tandinds will preceed othel:s, but by the end of

this period we will find that all the
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CAT A Close Grit,ique o the More Mode
-i444,'TrWft,ottoll=o 441$1**q

A question occurs to me

a collected on nu an

that no one

and

ccme,up with a new

has to many

the last

hensive theory

with

ylor

sot development? Alternativeiy, why is it that neo-

Freudian theories remain the best

ality deyelPpzlicnt?

:he

. Because

known, specifica

answer to

prehensive heories

westion

human is very complex

follows:

until more data are collected.

Many concerned persons raise a iv re 13t

haven't the existinS theories been s:ynthe zed%

There are always deye'

they differ

hev Tav never

more data.

hes

and modificatons

basic orienta-t.

must be

more

.LJeStIon:

0011CM07 answer

existihs theories

Which theory 1

l';; not satisfied

vai,,Je the 3Ccu uiat.1on of scientific

tIon of the researcher. Yet, k don't believe that more and more

data of the tfC presently collectec 1.1. lead us to a new comprehen-

they

regar

f,ptic - no

e

ori-nta-

:aye theory. think the different t:leoie- do

stantiall

data are

in 'all the prevalent personality theories, and I do not think it

I do not

fact

irk one or another will prevail as more

believe there are a number of valid elemilts

hat anyone

SpeCtiVeS.

the A theories will subsume all of the8

n my view, data of the type presently collect-

k d into special research- concerns which follows from need-

4ive perspec.tives on behavior. The different pe pec-
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tiveo each gain their adherents who are content to Investigate only

-laitimittarzwhI-chaTe --therczacezn--fsue
More data will not necessarily result in a wideni of a school

con ins when the amount of data to be epAzitri ed and the hypotheses

which can be drawn from each perspective seem to be virtually end-

At this point the reader must be inpatient for me to say more

mean when I refer to the type of data presently col-

have been indicating that all data collected today is ofi.ece d."

ilai "type" and of type that consistently lacking in its

merit. indeed almost an accurate characterization of my

view. But I must clarify this viewpoint. I must emphasize that

It
lack111C.:

the data collected too

utility

concern

s*cd scientific data moreover,

for some purposes. But it is gravely

to build a comprehensive if

theory of behavior and its development. No modern theory, in my

provide a truly sc;ent flc per,'7;pec on behavior and

hay 1perpective which t., it l allow U5 to e per understan

yel 'take

it

indicate what data pres #nt ly collected hay in common and wha

senerai,

Mc: ern

at what today's data is lacking which

attempt to

to ki ffer tart Ily in their orienta

how can the data they generate be lacking in the same general

way' ^r to be accurate, I must

lacking

are

not that research is

of problems with experimental design per se. Nor

ations, based on- the better treed

because of faulty assessment procedures. Ra

today all similar because only tho
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havior which can be viewed during short,- -term observations or during

falgt-.4n___unA4ms17=JO- --ta

ently in ependent caaanges duri'ng such time periods are considered.

Because time restrictions on what theorists see as meani ngful

periods of observation, modern theories also lack imagination with

regard to what tute a mechani f behavior change. Only

hanisms which are detticted during she rt-term study and whic ! have

period are considered as -iso ficant

factors In behavior change. This fur

their effect during

forces the study of be-

haviors which are influenced by such mechanisms the theorists define

and which undergo what are seen as significant changes during the

e segments they observe. A vicious cycle has been established.

Moreover, despite

ible

change; more to the point, none posits mechanisms of behavior

appearances to contrary, no %hecry

ifioally acdaptable mechanisms of behav-

change

live

real that some

proach, de ribed. Thus, = shall ke

ch could give us a good basis upon which to build a compre-

of behavior and development.

ter

t

see no pt,;--o

doing indicate how, regardless

a basic

ibed. After once a

reasonin

h the ap-

lj)e same mat-

theoreti

olved in the procedure

attempting to indicate the problem

in general term, we will examine the pro blem,aF, it mane ,self

in each of the major types of modern theory, namely: social learning

theories, cognitive-developmental theories and ne eudian

then

on

Present day researchers of ee of thought operate

ted domains, or subsets, of behavior. To be accurate, 1 must

point out that they operate on Kited domains of behavior for two
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reaso Experiments or observations are of very short

aii---tii-*--b-f Sii-itiiii-i. eii 1.1 IATdW l'ii

as meaningful in this Lisle frame, and a.) researchers

ze vniy ''c:me of the types of behaviors which they

serve. The cif.

they care to exa

schools differ he basic types of beha

their studies. In part as a reslt of

this and in Pailt due to small but

time frame of their studies they differ

tut

ficant ces in the

view of what cons

the primary mechanisms of behavior change. But more important-

iv, no ,.-,chcol nsiders all esechanisms; nor can any of the

scho,, , come to consider all possible mechanisms for two basic rea-
.

7.011s. As I've said, the mechanisms of behavior change which theor-

ts define depend on the behaviors they chaose to study; this iim-

the mechanisms they are willing to consider. But there is some-

Ia else ch all modern theories have in common which make

impossfbie to discover

fact that

ve

either

the

acceptable

.tain new e:hanisms This simply the

earch of what they believe is a

ry, assume (in effect) that they

ed all relevant types of behaviors, but that they

or c an ob

in the time frame

Or UPP11CitiV, modern

the

behav

ye all me_hanisms of behaeAc

they operate. Either ei<plicit

coristsa put restraints

believe it can to observe a

of time

of

hange as a distinct facto They believe, in effect, that

they have o iseryec all basics behavior and development duck

their 0 ''ervations ox experiments. -"This is simply pre-

The problem that a class of potentially important behavior

change mechanisfts is not considered. A s I said in Chapter One,
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Organism

on pattern,, a- eerge periodical fi These would not be

n the sub.e.t of extensive longitudinal lOservat n.

'se many otherwise independently functioning behaviors

are of luenced all at once and then for an extended period of

such a factor. = suhmit that innate action patterns are in fact

dist;

cal

nal

from one

havio

pendent factor and this would be clear if the various

in behavior were observed during extensive Ion tudi-

and the differences in stage- typical behaviors

e to another were fully appreciated. If indeed this

action patterns may well be legitimate objects of scien-

enquiry.

which ay ee & to be di

ver, a related p b I em s that some on-going be-

independent factors behav-

or change, as they are presently viewed, are probably not actually

opera in8 independently, Again, the root of the entire problem lies

with a bias concerning the length of time during which behavior can

properly red and assessed. This ob servational bias leads to

.7% in understandIng

potential mecha

le __.;dy

*cat 1 r

chani, of behavior changes with

e: :cloded from consideration. This reinforc

cert3in types 3)' behavr and reinforces the myth

are a way, acting as independent factors

n concernins ,sh behaviors and their sta-

research data en in error.

Let's look briefly t each pf the theoretical schools:

A. Social Learning Theori.es

Social

controllable

troliabie s8

ing theorists study mechanisms of learning in

tuations. rtificial time limits are part of the con-

ions which are the domain cif their study. They ex-
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plicitly extend their learni principles to explain

'17

operating during their experiments re presumed to be

ficz,nt mechanisms of b avior change. in their view,

vior.

only signi-

behaviors

which the o a ism exhibits are the wa.y they are largely as the end

result of the operation of these mechanisms and time again, on

the innate drives and innate movement patterns ("reflexes the or-

ganism was born with. No innate behavior patterns reoccur in any

significant way; no innate behavior patterns remain relatively unaf-

fected and unaltered by learning mechanisms. Nor do any new innate

behavior patterns appear after birth. This view is unacceptable to

an

ins

logist, but is ire fact essentially the view of all behavior-

s, past and present. I will demonstrate this as we examine

al learn 8 eonies in more detail later

Cognitive- developmental Theori

psychologists study cognitive proce

cans which are defined

tive way. Behavi ch situati

e chapter.

lent v-

only a very general or qualita-

pted, observed and

described. Cognition and cognitive processes are inferred. Cogni-

ve-dt.velopmentaI psychologists milarly study the cognitions anc

cognitive processes of children of various ages and of adults and

compare results Some also note trap behaviors. These transi-

behaviors seemingly must be exercised and somehow refined, for
4

they are the basis for changes ognitive processes as the child

progresses fro0 one stage of functioning to the next. -,P-iaget, the

t famous cognitive developmental psychologist and theorist, was

very careful to look for transition behavi

and experiments. Let me again describe an

91-
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age( was concerned with the development of abilities which

cause his concerns were of such a general nature he gives a general

essment of observations and results. For this reason, hi

description of stage-common cognitions and cognitive processes may

very well be qualitatively correct. His results were no doubt suffi-

ent for his purpose, which was to come to some understanding of

human knowledge,of (ability to assess) the world develops. More-

over, since he conducted :zany studies on children of all ages and on

own children at different ages, the type of changes that must

occur in cognitive protesses were indicated. But this is not to say

that the actual mechanisms of behavior change were well defined. Al-

though he obs,erved behaviors which appeared to iote transitional and

this suggestive, we are most nrobably quite far from understand-

ing the actual mechanisms of behavior change. Piaget had%no abiding

concern with the actual mechanisms of behavior change because he did -

`t attempt to delineate the features of the environment which trig-

ed all relevant behaviors and which thus may have had an active

part in behavior change. For his already ambitious and general our-

oses t task would have been impractical; in any case such detail-

ed concerns were unnecessary for these portant early

Yet it is very important to realize that because Piaget did not

concern hi with mote than a general (qualitative) account of

behavior and bee my view, he does not:,olose4y study or define

the actual mechanisms of behavior change, the implications of his

work are limited. For example, because environmental releasers were

clearly nvestigated, Piaget did not observer actul interac-

ons between cognitive processes and emotional /reactions. Also, it

not clear how accommodation and assimilation relate to learning
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processes. Unfortunately, there is good evidence that Piaget did

Aird-ta-tni-olfs=11#

lowers:

I believe it would be fair to say that Piagetians, are confident

that they see hints of all significant (scientifically investigable)

mechanisms of cognit ve development during their numerous short per-

of observation and interaction with children. Some interac-

tion, cif the type they have observed with transition behaviors, is

essential for any significant change in cognitive behaviors.

I noted in Chapter One, Piagetians believe that many as-But,

pects of cognitive development are innate and automatic, or as they

would product of innate organizational tendencies. Such

changes are not viewed as involving step by step interac h

the environment. certainly the way to assess many potential interac-

tions is not specified as it was

Chapter One.

I would point out that, as wiu.- true of behaviori exclusive

ethological perspec

belief in learning as the sole mechanism of behavior change,

nate organ

clearly

lief

dencies Iv presumptuou

I behaviors coupled with

C 0 Li he re-

be-

suit a belief that all dist.inct independent mechanisms which may

be 'nvestigated behaviorally would "show themselves" during, the nu-

merous short-term periods of observation. Actual1.y, In contrast to

what in effect is the Piasetian view

lea

there is no reason s of, yet

a believe that all behavior change involves interaction with

nvironment. When nature of environmental. determinants

) at each stage h'alfe been specified by extensive longitudinal

research there may be no need to posit innate and automat]. c organiza-

tionalprocesses outside of perceptual bia

10
5
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nonetheless, to give credit where credit is due. Piaget discovered

in h proble

solved by children of the same general age and the differences be-

tween different age groups. Important differences in how the sub-

t develop at different, stages were thus noted. In fact, the dif-

ferences the problems solved oy children of different stages, as

explored by Piaget, are presently the best indications human etholo-

gists have of differences in releasers which are effective during

the va us stages of development.

Other researchers, who are not Piagetians, also indirectly

and infer cognitive processes of adults and children. Like Pia-

get, they provide us with a general assessment of cognitive process-

Some ofthese researchers give an terpretation of mechanisms

of cognitive change based on observations of presumably similar

:earning. While other social cogs .hive researchers make no attempt

to interpret mechanisms of change ed from All
the researcher draw hypotheses about the nature of cognitive pro-

g. The models developed and used are simple phenomenolog

y-based mode is . These models are model human functionin

which are essentially normative models of Abu functi.c ning. Even

when modified to describe the behavior of children, they do so very

inaccat y. This is because they are from the start truncated

models of human functioning, emphasizing only later developed behav-

Aiors and actually neglectimg more simple yet basic behaviors which

originate early in development. Factors which will affect cognition

or cognitive processes are hypothesized in accordance with such

mode All significant (fairly well defined) factors which are

igated operate during controlled experimental sessions.

In the work all cognitive- developmental theorists we see time-
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bias. in what ±s thought to constitute an approprive period of obser-

*sta.044tt'

yen by -thesebythese theorists. The social cognitive theorists h ch

are willin g to posit mechanisms of cognit 'e''behavior change posit

time-biased mechanisms which are for the most part similar to the

me- biased interpretations given by modern social learning theor-

Piaget's model involves a more obseurred time;biased interpre-

on of behavior change mechanisms, but once again it is fair to

say that the general assessment of behaviors involved in cog tive-

behaCior change always has such to do with the behaviors observed

during single observational sessions. In all cases this does not in-

validate the general descriptions we are given by these researchers

but si ply limits the usefulness of the models. None can be compre-

hensive theories of behavior and its development,

Nev- Freudian Theories

Neo-Freudia '1r content themselves learn the

moths and allegories which their developmental theories represent

Nee- Freudian theories help psychiatrists to construct a rich and

taxied description of clinical phenomenology but there is no reason

to believe that the nee-Freudian developmental theories are much

more than a t of meaningful myths; having some of the merits of

good allegories. Neo-Freud an their embrace oniv the data which

their theory can embrace and which they themselves

ever line of work they are in. I think it. would 'be

ek, hat -

ay that

developmental processes (mechanisms) described in neo-Freudian

theories are modeled to a significant extent on processes ano change

observed or inferred during clinical sessions. Interpretations of

developmental change are also based on a physical model,

95
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I

no necessar% relevance to the type of processes are used to it

AIDF4041.wts14114,4444'1)-

I believe a time-biased interpretation of mechanism hay-

change generated usir neo-Freudian thlories, altho

is obscurred by the modeling of development on a type of p y cal-

biological system. We know this is so simply because, as with the

other theoretical h ols no well-defined ,empirical basis for mech-

anisms of change which operate over long periods of time has been

Such an empirical basis for orderly long term behavior

change was posited by the ethol,gical perspective in Chapter One

specifically, the well-defined concept of

Although neo- Freudian theori

type, of behavior

clarify the

other theor

coo this.

nate action patterns.

are seen by some as em ao:ing

they are not able to incorporate and thus

ienti,fic data which is gathered by those working

cal perspectives. A good comprehensive theory could

rt, though the different ois of thought make much ado

about how they differ in c rientations and ';upposedly in oth,91- basic

change,

tit flS" , they are all similar in that short-term mechanisms of

ended again and ag are supposed to account for all

important. behavior changes. Mechanis which marFi felt t.hernse Iv

only perio dically and require a lung period me to have their

full effect are e>oluded from consideration. The samples or por-

tion., of behavior which they admit as data reinforde this view.

None would consider the possibility that unobtrusive, long-term ob-

,ervat'on could provide unbiased information. Indeed, I hold the op-

posite view. believe that unobtrusive. long-term observation

would provide vital basic data`, though using such a r ethodology

volvel, unconventional views concer ng an observer's competence and
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accuracy. believe that with the proper set of assumptions, the

make reliavle valid judgements.

At this po,nt I will examine the most modern version of neo-

Hulliah theory and then we will look at newer advances in social

g theory. We will find that social learning theorists are

becoming more willing to'consider covert behaviors which can only-be

assessed indirectly. but there have been no changes in the approach-

es to study which allow one to assess potential behavior change mech-

seen during experiments of short duration. It is good

ocial learning theorists e now admitting more and more of

phenomenology that goes on 'in the organism" during the period

udy, but we shall see that no valid interpretation of many of

behaviors will e forthcoming until observational biases are

cart aside.

I shall not examine

3d

spective

ve-deyelomental theories or neo-

any further. Many of the limitations of these per-

appreciated and even overemphasized. It is wit

al learning theories t psychologist's hopes spring eternal.

D. A Look at the Development

A Closer Look at Neo- Hullian Th

will begin by offering a

regard to the az.c.jer. ons made ear

ial Learning ry

y

clue of neo-Hullian theory in

this chapter. This. was the

al learning theory which attempted to be a comprehensive

theory of behavior and ts development. Dollard and Miller develop-

ed many of the neo- Hullians concepts in the attempt to make the

theory comprehensive. After examining the neo Hullian agiOroach

andi g behavior, I will briefly characterize Skinner's radi-

cal behavio and then look at Bandura's recent contributio
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social learning theory. ct examine the scientific mer-

Neo-Kullians (and modern social learnIns theorists) view habits

the stable aspects of, personality. They emphasize the process of

habit for7Ation. In any view the only fairly well defined mechanisms

they Bite as involved in,the process are two types of Darning. To-

day we would call th types of learning instrumental (or oiler

ant) conditioning and classical conc.:itioning.

In the neo- Hullian formulation both of these type. learning

are associated with the reduction of "generalized drive states.

Drive tates are initially the result of

mary such as hunger and thi

internal drives (p

Such primary drive states

. trigger a relevant of behaviors some of which are successful

reinforcers in the environment. The exact

the environment which as pr. ary reinforce, s were

ecified. Later, drive states are also rferred from

acting to obtain

never

responses to new cues he environment. A Thecondary drive state"

to exist when some primary drive-associated behaviors (which

may have been previously shaped by

new cues specifi

rant
r
ondit

a secon'daey drive

ing) can be trig_

to when

alone are effective in el citin& behavio Such newly ef-

fective cues are d secondary inforcers. These secondary re-

inforcers are cues or stimuli associated with primary reinforcers or

hick once were, associated with primary rein forcers. The organi

was supposedly classically conditioned to many of these cues, though

and

some ill-defined way 'los generalization' could also occur

new cues for behavior or new reinforcers of behavior.

In the neo-Hullin a view infants have an innate repoirtore of re-

sponses to primary drive tates. These drive

9$

are non-speci-



01- Se alizee in that the ibits a number

Qf .his re5_pQnse 4est red ce thebefore ndina

state. certain environmental u are posited as in-

nate or primary reinforcer:: of behavior. Apparently these stimul

are viewed as so simple that they need not be specified. They are

the

a

consummatory behaviors; obtaining these objects re-

ction of the drive state and less behavior an

herently rewarding state of affairs. Which responses are successful

in the process of obtainin,s a primary reinforcer are effective in re-

ducing the drive state and these responses are strengthened (likely,

to when

in ,e prod

drive state reoccur

part de

According to neo-Hullians this is

(known today

the way habi

ich

Caretakers av mediate

spon.ses are

one type of learning occurs

rumental or operant conditioni

are formed; habits are zapzy

g)

ul drive-

reducing behaviors. The ether sort of learning, as we shall see in

ra8r a pn, J ust

are applied,

here and when habit behav i or:

L .aviors In question are sufficiently

ong" to applied at all. behaviors and

which Ede not succe

pate in reducing drive

habits

p4rticipate or arc not ail to partIcl-

aces will undergo extinction.

e other sort of learning (c cal condition 18) o. curs when

us or group of stimuii are repeatedly

nary reinforcer. The associated

ociated with a pri-

uli may come to trigger drive

behaviors. As noted such new cues are called secondary reinforcers

if they alone can illicit drive behaviors. There is thought to be a

drive state corresponding to these behaviors. Such a drive state

referre,O to as a secondary drive state. It is important tea note

that secondary drive states, like primary drive states, are of a
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non- specific nature

seccndar reinforcer. ose inn

that the organism wiii exec-

its _i33__tiletireze_tertre of he

behaviors or those behaviors

aped by previous learning which best duce the secondary drive

w111 be strengthened. You can see that the classical

tiohing of ive behaviors to new cue, guides the application

habits and thus influences the habit-behavior ern displaye

useful to look more closely at how the process of de-

velop!n, new behaviors is guided aceordirtg to the neo-Hullian view.

First, we ;Mould note what behaviors are changed or shaped. We must

know i f new emer 8 innate action pa might be involved

guiding behavioral development. In neo-HulA an theory, no distinct

havior patterns are thought to emerge dtring development. For

most part, an inborn innate repertoire of behaviors is thought

to be shaped and their application fined by the two types of learn-

ing processes jest described. Neo-Hullians believe that most 5igni-

,irs takes

others ediatin y in the learn,

changes are thought to take place cue to

a

proces

other,

tha_

AI unce t ated mecha _ may

and response generaliza

reponses rticular t im

somehow some

xt with caretaker

Yet, although most

will soon

C 3 n

place, where

ited by

the organisms own overt re-

sponse* or hypol,netIcal covert responses can become suet for other

ha

Since leariins processes are the primary mecha

change we

of behavior

t ask what the neo- Hullians considered is ortant

ding behavior development via these processe (1) Cues of a

pie perceptual nature (poorly defined by the neo-Hullians) are impor--
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I

rtatn such cues be percelved and can be reliably asso-

drive behaviors (pr, ary reinforcers) Those -ociat

aided A.jf drive reduction or a: lowed

effe . citin behaviors. In some cases (unspecified)

these cues woui

hich

reduction would becowe

me secondary reinforcers. Again, when the be-

viorai responsiveness s altered nfor-rekponse to secondary

these shuts are thought to trigger drive states and drive be-

haviors. Thereafter certain cues could be reliably associated with

these li a the basis for further redirection and changes

In secondary drive behaviors.

s always assumed that "learned" cues would be observable

mull of 3 rather simple nature. Such sirup uli could be de-

ed dur r g periods of short term observation. When stimulus gene-

t er mechanism to be discussed shortly) par ,!ipateG

in the process any stimuli considered to be members of the same

"class" of stimuli (poorly defined) as those previously known to be

effective ignt function as cues. In the ner-Hullian view

clear that it is only these sorts of stimuli which guide the applic-

ugh operant condition-ton of the organism

At

to

be

existi,

respons, Or response patterns are classically condi-

of the same "simple, easily defined" sort

he neo- Huilian formulatiop, cognitive behaviors could

d as an influence on one's behavior. But these, behaviors

exist only as the result of past learning of the type described

One should be able to clearly see problems wi. the approach to

understanding behavior described above: (i) The possibility of new

innate action patterns emerging during development is ruled out.
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This

t--

r de

not a well-founded a,ssuMption, but a presumption. (2) Cues

effective. This, tee, is not a well founcer 455:JM

4 presump (3) Cognitive processes are d on the ba-

cues "which must be functioning and these cues again are of

a presumed natu.e. This third problem follows from Problem 2 and is

the result of

assess what

ory providing no d tc hypothes

y the real character of such covert processes.

processes were

cues" thcugh occ

ten viewed as simply "imagining relevant

nally mima different possible responses

and ;.heir consequences was also possible.

ere are other problems. On the basis of learning and learn-

ing principles (discovered in the tory) alone, complex behav-

&or impossible to explain. Take, for example, the complex

1 judgment behavior. It is imposs 'pie to devel p this type of

ehayior solely on the basis of the operant and classical condition-

ing inborn behavioral repertoire. Nonetheless, these

only fairly
these mechanism

r7cc.n of

neo Ibechanism, and probably for this reason

the

ch as lausibie, are hypothesized as the sole

change_

t, neo-Hul ians are able to explain complex behavior only

citing two

tion and

ner mechanise (;) stimulus and response generaliza-

development of cue-producing responses. These mech-

anisms can be observed during short --term lab experiment s. They are

ed to explain simple learned and unlearned behaviors

torv. But when "signi

the labora-

ehavioL change is hypothesized to

have occurred by way of these mechanisms, fear

same

g is always

to be involved. Yet, such processes of ai,gnificant beha\
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chan6e are carol

cal to Ludy the ions-te_

in short, these me

tho

it is most often thought and

operate in the way just

behavior change are cited and

ed when necessary for a plausi-

bl "explanation" of past behavioral development. And at the same

time, these same mechanisms are used to explain certain unlearned re-
r

sp©nses in the behavior presently under observation.

While these mechanisms, which we shall now examine more close-

ly, Lo accurately describe certain phenomenon, we sh l find

that there is, no basis for hypothesizing when such phenomenon will

take place instead of the more pie learning mec ani

Stimu -Response Generalizat, Recall tha mulus and re-

,ponce generalization is-r generalization) involves the gener iza-

Lion of orga lc responsiveness from primary and/or secondary

reInforcers to other 'similar" stimuli.. the stir ul are

(presumed) to be perceptually or congitively

In at

as need be to

Ins on in a 3iven obs -yational period or to poth-

By way of this mechan-e.-,;17e what have

the

:17e any

T.he mechan

when

or cognitive

pened in the

iy apply Sic behaviors t.o new

There are two

po:,1 t e

an theory for hypotheszzine, or

larity"

ems

or c neral-

perc

70 no

there is no way to predict

eralization can occur. This, contrast, would not be

a problem for those who adopt, the ethoi gical perspective presented

inhib tions are often learned operantly arcs then candi-

d new stimuli, stimulus generalization is sometimes said
to be i.a involved in "learned" inhibition. This is true with regard
to many major discriminations the organism must make.
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Chap Secondi

change invo ivi this mecnanie

not clear that significant behavior

entails perceptual-cognitive similar

ed by learning as neo- Hullians ften propose. It is cer-

nlv conceivable to me that things may come to be viewed as percep-

teal (and, with development, cognitively similar) because

of the emergence of a new innate actiun pattern. This is precisely

the way nate action patterns would likely have their effect. The

fact that social learning theorists often fail to specify in their

hypotheses the way iearnimg is .involved in the important response

generalizations is suggestive.

ducing Responses. A cue producing response exists when

one response serves as a cue for other behaviors. Included most not-

ably among the responses in this category are tne "language cues" in

covert cognitive processing. The concept of the development of cue-

ducing responses has problems very those cited for s-r

raiization. But let's look at another problem: The 'apncept of

cue producing responses is especially troublesome when covert behav-

iors are involved. It is my view that the nature of covert behavior

cannot be hypothesized and cannot be accurately assessed on the ba

of neo-Hullian theory. I am unwilling to believe that -evert be-

haviOLs can be accurately inferred from overt behaviors observed

ing the many diverse and scattered periods of experimentation.

Even the general conditions under which cognitive responses can be

volved and aced ert behaviors are not specified in the

theory. This entire problem would be avoided if researchers adopted

the ethological perspective and approach.

Let's summarize what we have discussed thus far and the ca-
.

The reader is aware that neo-ilullians cite the last two mech-

to



an

behavior anci 4n hypotheGizing i ray arta n mportant beh

of behavior change di ed l fl account for complex

developments took place in the organi s past. But should be

clear that t ap 7ropr iate to cite mechani need be when

they have a poor basis, in empirical observation. The fact is that

the legitimacy of thk present concepts rests on the fact that such

mechanisms appear to be at work during periods of experia entation

and because some significant response generalization and some si;ni-

fi ant cue-producing responses appear to be learned. The possibil-

Ity that these phenomenon may often be the result of stage-typical

species-typical) capacities as expressed in innate action pat-

terns not considered. I submit that this class of processes

which theorists have neglected to consider may be involved in both

generalization and in the development of cue producing respons-

A single

way re

nate action pattern, as described in Chapter One,

numerous response generalizations over time and in the

development of many cue producing responses. It is quite possible

that most often innate action pattern

occurrenceS c

are involved gnificant

f these phenomenon. It may be thatfew, if any, las"

ins and important liza ce and few, if any,

lasting cue-producing responses develop as the result of simple

arning roc operating alone.

Wa have, t, two ill defined behavior change mechan

B)th 8e e a zations and cue- ptoduci.ng responses occur or devel-

op in an unspcfied manner in trivia cases these processes

are thought to occur withou earning; but when "important" develop-'

occur, learning is thought to be involved. Nonetheless, these

mechanisiis are ptualized and thought to occur and are thought

to be a view of behavior accend with the rest of the model.

one considers the possibility of innate action pat-
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terns mechanisms may have little to.da with the rest

mechanisms which are largely the result of learning.

Rather, theje may be much more to the e perceptual generaliza-

t ions and the development of cue-producing responses observed than

has been thought to be the case. Innate action patterns may period-

Icaily be involved i,rs determining what

as they are with other highly evolved organi

In nearing the conclusion of the dig

li are se en i I ar

f s-r generaliza-

and cue producing responses, I am forced to ask how it is that

neo-Hullian (and modern g theorists) view these mechanists as

sufficiently well understood to allow them to interpret behavior at

Since they do interpret behavior in terms of these concepts

I've outlined, I can only surmise that they believe that the ssen-

tial nature" of s-r generalization and the development of cue-produc-

ing responses remains constant. Implicitly it is assumed that the

nature of these processes, like the nature of learning, will always

ed as

o f the ages

This

lar in key respects all researchers, regardless

subjects or their special research domains.

accord with their belief that there are no innate mechar-

isms not present at birth that exert influences on behavioral devel-

opment. But, thi mplicit assumption is unjustified.

All this said, how useful the neo-Hullian formalization?

ider the distinct research domain of cognition a 4 cognitive pro-

cesses* can the neo-Hullian approach aid in the interprettition,of

the major findings in this area? would say no. Given what we

have learned about cognitive development and cognitive functioning,

gely through the ingenious indirect assessment methods and work

o f Piaget. it is not hard to see that the i &nificant changes resu
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in cognitive abilities wow' have to oe interpreted as In-

volving -r generalizations and the development of cue- producing re-
_

poises. This makes a closer assessment of these behaviors of great

importance. Unfortunately, on the basis of neo-Hullian theory,

ese mechanisms cannot be unequivocally assessed, when involved in

covert behavior change. For any such covert behavior change hypothe-

sired, an al native hypothesis can be offered, if not by a differ-

Ins behaviorist, by the ethologist. If processes involved in cogni-

tive behavior changes are not similar to the processes involved in

overt behavior changes which happen to be studied, those taking a

neo-Hullian approach to interpretation are in\troutie. Moreover, it

seems to me that cognitive development hinges on changes in the es-

sential nature of behavior change mechanisms, something not antic

pated by neo-Hullian theorists. What about interpretation in other

research domains? If cognitive behavior is, or may be, involved in

any overt behavior change we are in poor shape if we take the n eo

Hulixan approach to understanding behavior.

In conclusion, we have looked at s-r gerrera on and the de-

velopment of cue- producing responses and have no evidence that these

general sorts of phenomena are well understood by neo-Hullians. In

fact, I assert that they have no basis upon which they can predict

when any lasting and significant behavior shanAes involving these

P.ocescs I occur: The reader thus should not be surprised if I

submit that no one should be content to make any interpretation of

behavior based on the very uncertain hypotheses that some s-r gene-

ralization(s) took place in the organism's past. Similarly, no in-

terpretation should be based on the hypothetical development of cue

producing resonse(s) in the organism's past. Certainly these are

not ubiquitouv phenomenon and one cannot presume they will take
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whenever circumstance seem to fit the paradigm. The

can be understood most mply as due to an ty to

the nature of covert behaviors (perceptual and cognitive behaviors)

and their nvolvements in overt behavior change. Correspondingly

there no way to arrive at general principles concerning when

these processes will occur. This a major flaw in neo-Hullian

theory. i is also a major flaw in modern social learning. theories.

These problems would be non-existent if researchers adopted an etho-

logical approach

We must consider one other critici n of the nec- Hullian

rpretation of behavipr. Like many of the criticisms I've

ed, this will be relevant to modern social learning theories

argue, in accord with the model for understanding behavior

presented in Chapter One, that even the two types of learning are

not well defin concepts. The simple learning processes are proba-

biy much more common phenomenon than

tion wni

mulus-response

diated simply by learning or the le3rni!

velopmert of cue-producing
6

responses. As compared with

a

ed

pothe-

these two latter phenomena, one will be much more likely cor-

rcct when poth ing that some roughly-defined set of responses

in the past were associated in

ward.

way .4ith a

larly one might well be correct

emungly potent re-

hypothesizing that cer-

tvpis of behaviors were ones ffectivalv associated for obtain-

ing some goal. But learning, while possible in many circumstances,

cannot assumed to occur whenever imaginary ccndi.tions fit the

paradigro, It

16
_Reasons why this is so may be hypothesized ased on the etholo

cal perspective presented in Chapter One.

n'ot a totally ubiquitous phenomenon. Because thi

so it is unfortunate that the precise nature of learning prOcess'..-

'a'



cannot be hypothesized or assessed on the basis of neo-Hullian

(or present -day) learning Many signficant changes in overt

haviors nay be the result of changes its covert behaviors, which re-

frdv,covert learning or the emergence of an innate action pat-

tern plus learning processes. Neo-Hullians most often have nc Stan-
(

dzird4 for accurately hypothesizing ,covert behavior -- past develop_-

sents which are hypothesized cannot be unequivocally verified. The

ethological approach has no such problems. I believe the nature and

significance of much learning and the basis for its long-term resis-

tance to extinction cannot be hypothesized using neo-Hullian (or pre-

sent-day) 'learning principles". Factors such as reinforcement

chedules which have bearing on short term behavior change stay have

le to do with significant behavior changes during development,

especially groups of apparently related changes which may take place

gradually over long periods of time. It seems me that by and

e most learning or condit g can be more accurattly viewed as

guided by factors inherent to the organism (innate action patterns)

rather than by environmental tors pe ;ceived stinct and s igni-

by adult researchers. I believe that no learning then

can reliably predict what significant learning will occur wit

;acre preci than the TMn on the street"

have n t been helpful.

my view that past and present investigations have not pro-

vid d any certain data thieh pertain to he ztjcr characteristics of

the developmental process. This is-because of an inability to

The theories simply

y

t behavior and much of the learning that+goes on covert-

ly and because a whole class potentially tant factors have

been neglected from consideration. Learning, like s-r genera

on and as described in Chapter One, may not be an independent mech-
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an in the developmental process. In my view emerging innate

on patterns direct such of the signisignificant learnIng that goes

on. Neo-Hullian behavior assessment (and behavior assessment by

modern social learning theorists) is sc crude that the fact that cer-

tain learning occurs in the laboratory setting can often time be as-

sumed to have little bearing on the learning that would have taken

lace a similar but more complex natural environment. A their

d for research should in time generate standards concerning which

behaviors are worthy of study. Certainly one 5huuld not have-to hy-

pothesize that learning processes will yield equally likely behavior-

al changes or equally persistent behavior changes on sets of behav-

h are judged as

over t features. Yet this

that m st st ill most

apparently an insufficient basis ire nee-Hull an theory (and in mod-

liar si.nply on the basis of some common

precisely the common-sense approach

be used by researche There is quite

ern s-i theories) to hypothesize or asses which aspects of behay-

:ors are Important to study.

Viewed most simply, the core he problem is the fact that

lear. za36 process under observation cannot be fully

assessed. Using the nee-Hull approach. behavior- cannot be judged

in context

tential

co nitive

Many covert elements of the potentially elevant and po-

active behavioral repertoire cannot be assessed. Although

perceptual factors may not be as readily sc b t to

change, their nature and development must be understood to under-

stand overt behavior change. Such stable behaviors are not likely

incidental. Extensive longitudinal observation such as that describ-

an Chap One would law an based assessment of co.'

vert behaviors and also allow one to dete ine which covert behavior

st likely inv4v d in ongoing behavior change.

ITO



In short, an efficient and practical solution to the

of /earning thtor es simply involves the realization that a close

monitoring or aporopriate assessment of all. Retentially relevant be-

cern

ert and covert) from birth to the stage of life of con-

portant for any accurate assessment of present behavior.

From such a "background study" a researcher will obtain knowledge of

the complete relevant betav oral repertoire. He will know 44hat be-

havitrs developed or must have developed, how they developed, how

they were influenced (modified) during later development and how and

under what conditions (if any) they may presently be influenced. Al-

so a researcher will have a very good notion as to which classes

mull are presently salient. Using the ethological approach re-

ehe time will be able to predict what circumstances will re-

:ii.gnificant learning e present. Recall that the etho-

logical study which I proposed in Chapter One must be a longitudinal.

study of an unobtrusive nature. The well defined behavior assess-

ment procedures and the results one could expect were outlined in

apter One.

,21o, my di cusion of neo-Hullian theory I must point out

that indeed, as claimed earlier in the chapter, it is possible to

cafe that short-term mechanisms, viewed d'.iring short periods of ex-

perimentation and observation, are considered the primary mecha

of behay.zor ar e irs this learning theory. The most important re-

of this interpretive procedure is that behavior and behavior

change mechan isms remain poorly defined; this is because the theory

does not allow us to assess the perceptual-cognitive context in

which behavior takes place. It is no wonder that neo-Hullian theory

cannot aJd us in predicting behavior. The ethological approach to

studying human behavior offers a scientifically acceptable way to as

and evaluate all effective behaviors. I believe we must have
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faith J such an approach
17

if there any chance u a science

of behavior, if there is any chance of interpreting behavior change

tain behaviors are sely

of behavior

which are observable.

elated he physi

scme time o x other have m ifestations

11 not have to content our ,e i -des i th

the roughly defined general principles" such as thse which are com-

mon today. What is needed is the legitimate developmental approach

such as that dictated by the ethological perspectiv4. A detailed

Longitudinal study following the sequence of develoments is neces-

sary.

The instrument used will be the human observer, his assessments

empirica based and standardized by assumptions based on neeessar-

applicable biological principles applied to the broad base of

all potentially relevant types of behaviors presently known to ex-

(See Chapter One hapter

Skinner's Radical Behavio

Skinner believed nec-Huilians were paying too much attention to

cover t behav;.or, which were siJp)oseci to oe

tat 31mce act.lors, rather

ng place. He reason-

internal events, are the develop-

mcntai outcomes svchoioblSts are to explain, only overt behavior

ied. This is a ver range view from

He does not consider the possibility that

evaiwate

perspective.

may be impossible to

change without appropriately inferring percep-
'*.

cognitions, and cognitive processes. Apparently he does not

v these behav

Surely Ski

vitally related to overt behavior.

lost sight of the forest for the trees.

not faith= examine the better, base of assumptions upon which

uch an approach is based -- Chapters 1 & 5.
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un the ide, Skinner

behavior is not d in react

that tine majori

ives and their

pc -y reinforcers in the environment. Other external stimuli not

connected with

the

rnal drive states, may el it behavior. Given

number of accepted positive (proactive; non-reactive) in-

al drive states (e.g. hunger, thirst, lc:

with hormonal changes), and given cur present knowledge of

various different types of releasers which may trigger innate be av-

(from work of modern ethologist

d.

this assumption is very well

.A so,,Skinner was coirect when he noted that covert behavi

not be accuratgly assessed by neo-Hullians. As I've noted, co-

vert behaviors cannot be accurately inferred, rectly assessed or

described by learning theori ; even i edlately after their su

ed occurrence. With this fact as his impetus, Skinner wanted tc

develop an approach to interpreting behavior change that was based

on overt learning processes. But he made an error in attempt-

ing to interpret all behaviors by applying

to overt behaviorai phenomenon

organIsm

hypothetica°

iples of behavior"

The later practice is in error in two ways Fi as in the

-Hullian approach, s-r generalization and develop! ent 0

as factors in behavior

change, both st nd present. Since Skinnerians look only at overt

behavior these processes can certainty accurately describe some

what these researchers observe, but problems very similar to these

producing responses eo, be hypot,

found with neo-Hui lian t y are still present when these mechan-

are hypothesized to have occurred i.n the organism's past. Stim

,uAi-response general are in effect hypothesized to be cos-
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anytime on the basis

occur.

fact that some such phenomenon can

Skinnerians, like neo-Hullians, can hypothesize that s-r gene-

ons occurred in the organism's past whenever necessary and

however pl ausible. The situation is completely similar in the case

of hypothesizing the development of cue-producing responses earl'

the life of the organism. As i.n neo- Hu1lian theory,

way to

no

edict when specific s-r generalization., or cue- producing re-

sponses will develop or to assets the circumstances der which they

may develop. (Recall that this is not a problem for those taking

tne ethological perspective.)

Secondly= Ag as wit- nec-Hullian theory when ano

f cant learning will take place cannot be predicted any better with

theory than without it. Actually one might do worse with the

overt ehav-

e' plantations of behavior changes, we are even Barth
theory. Because of Skinner

ions

b a:, usin

fro beink able to

cu Stanc

all aspec the environmental cir

under which learning occurs. Since all behavior has en-

vIronmental releasers, fir

vi-conmen is i noz ed. As noted

assessing al

havioz

the last

r e d a part o f the en-

of the Chapter,

ehavior would not be a problem for one

ethc)losi approach. Such n approac

laved Skinner 's fear

summary, ehi

ed that Skinner theory is an mprovement over neo-Hullian

theory in one regard: it recognizes r elealers other than those asso-

ciated with pi a y drives. I may add that Skinner clarifi

non of negative forcement and contrasted this with pun h-

ment. These aspects of accurate behavioral description may turn out

be distinct contributions to understanding behavior. But ignor-

I 14

he

appropri teiy ai

discussion of Skinner behaviorism



covert factors which may potentially be involved in behavior

change zs a ;rave mistake. In Chapter One T indicated how covert,

Aftt4*kver-,==Z---fni

cited that these factors are related to behavior s which have been

tegrated and are generally more stable than overt behaviors.

neglecting such factors in one's account of behavior, a research-

er actually excludes the more stable, species- typical behaviors from

on. Given the necessity of viewing behavior change in

ontext, surely Skinner's theory is not of the nature of good

science.

Bandu Learning Theory

The modificaitons in learning theory which have yielded the

accepted modern social learning theory were largely the work of

Albert Bandura and his associates. Bandura has argued against the

Skinnerian approach, as I would, noting that because humans are sub-

ject to operant conditioningconditioting and reinforcement principles does not

mean that most human behaviors are acquit through this diA ect

learning proce- Bandura argument is an argument again

Skinnerian view that "external stimuli

shape behavi

people's' cognitive pacitie,7, and their

cues and their at; i itv to

the

re- ly and maediateiy

Skinner

to oroduce their own

t their own reinforcement contin-

Yet while Bandura and modern social learning theori.. ts crit

cite the view that all learning has overt components as described by

Skinner, they still consider no behavior change mechanisms other

than learning. Modern s-I theorists are simply s illing to consider

more types of behaviors volved such chair

doe_ nothing to remove the supposition that

1 1 5
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at one time or another. S-r generalization and A-

went of cue-producing responses are still involved in the account of

behavio:: and behavior ci;ange. here latter esses

continue to be subject to basically the same interpretive pr bie

noted when we exa ed the neo-Huilian formulation.

Secondly, while theor St may consider all typ

,behaviors which might be involved in behavior change, not at

all likely that researchers using the modern approach can adecull tely

ss the covert processes h they consider. Their model

these processes is based largely on an adult phenomenological

which

truncated

was the case with modern cc gnitive psychologists

of human ti rains C teIv describes

aspects of human functioning developed rather late

seers to

tionab

a description

ndins some atypical adult

life. It

adult behaviors

viors. But,

a

in

hly ques-

whether the model. as applied, is flexible enough to allow

for the understanding of the many qualitative differences between

ton and cognitive process e ses of

children of various ages. Ind f is in,her-

very question ed number

ao Sn and

,itly flexible,

`f.-en

able whetter the

ct assessment procedures applied in order to understand

ifs *lot

of thethat

covert behavi are suffici

ocedures give researcher an accurate

most. significant differences between adult covert behavior and the

cover behaviors of children. If we have very little basic under-

standing of the differences between adults and children, the kind of

complete-modei- all- studies second approach, I see being

used, would seem to allow for a virtually endless number of mutually

exclusive hypotheses, all seemi 8 to be more or less equally i por-

tant. Experiments generated by the numerous reasonable hypotheses
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f.tfld

view, result J.n a great of will leave

natel proper and acceptable) .

The fact that they do not view their approach as a mplete-

timeb

all-studies-second approach, I submit, is due to a

is thoug Ct t to fug, practical, or con

°liable period of .observation or experimentation. Indeed, they

have

in tht model. This they believe to be sufficient background

study. The idea of a complete appraisal of behavior, the idea of a

due to a

lack of confidence in the adult human observer and this stems

directly from having no guidelines, standards and assumptions with

ved behaviors irsl various short time frames before formulat-

human ethosram, simply unthinkable. my

ch to accomplish

soal to clear;

general appraisal task.
T t my primary

indicate that an ade _guate set of guidelines and as-

ption5 for the purpose of Obtaining a human ethosram does in fact

hap. 1 & 5) It is al

that indeed such an approach has

assum

neces.,:ari

rte, assumptions

.'oTrrui3ted the'

rpose (Chapter 3-4) to

ehensive

are

of be-

re.;.evant biol.' cal

orknciples to empirical (direct) observation. It is furthermore my

zurpcc;

than 51

takig

me the assumptions

etholosical approach are better-founded

"assumptions" found in modern behavior theories. If I

accomplish this later task, this will be a valid argument, in fact

an Eatable argument, in favor of changing present -day approaches

the direction I propose.

brief I have the same

modern

reservations about Banc4ura's

1 learning the 'iry that I had about Past learning
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ories.

They do not consider all possible

C2) The accuracy of covert behavioral assessment is not

sufficient to understand the re_:. ive importance of

covert behaviors assessed. More specifically, the

actual role and thus the nature of covert behaviors

cannot be adequately assessed.

ok more closely at this modern social learning theory:

Like Skinner, Bandura is an empiricist. He believes that learn-

ing theczrists must identify antecedent environmental stimuli which

elicit behavior and must identify the consequences of behavior

order to explain behavior and behavior change. Like Skinner, he

downplays the role of internal (primary) drives in this process.

Specifically, he believes that many environmental stimuli, not re-

fated to the commonly acknowledged primary drives, may elicit behav-
,

ior. In other respects his modern learning theory differs from

Skinner's radical behaviorism.

Bandura readmit

fact h s model

gn tive behavior:.. as objects of study. In

these processes uch more elaborate and

phenomenologically realistic (descriptive at least of the adult)

than the primitive model Dollard and Miller offered regarding these

processes. In Bandura's view all learning need not be related to be-

havior which -fthe organism itself has performed. Through th'e inter-

vention of - cognitive processor much learning can occur vicariously,

as a result of the subject mere y observing the behavior of a model.

Direct and mmediate reinforcement, like that Skinner would propose

as essential, is in fact, not necessary for the process. In addi-

tion a model whose behavior a child observes and may come to imita e
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may not hay been rewarded' for th observed behaviors. Also, often

ation of behavior by a child may be delayed until a later ti

(delayed imitation). The most famous studies demonstrating such pos-

lities were the *aggression' against Bobo studies.

In the "Bobo" studies it was furthermore demonstrated that

children in a group who watched an adult aggressing against a large,

inflatable Bobo doll and then setting punished would still learn the

aggressive behavior. This was demonstrated by later offering the

subjects in this group a reward for demonstrating what they had ob-

served. Indeed with circumstances (contingencies) changed the sub-
x-

jects in this group demonstrated that they had learned from what

they observed even though it had a negative consequence for the

model.

To complicate matters further, it is Bandura's view and the

view of m s -I theorists that abstract verbalizations of adults

and others may influence the learning of a child.

All of the above observations are very fine, interesting and

portant. But the reader should note that when one attempts to use a

approach to understanding these behaviors, there are less

less easily assessable and definable environmental features in-

volved and which can be used to understand the process. Also be-

the subject's responses are often delayed, both the existence

pers ence of learning is harder to assess. Moreover, neces-

sary considerations make proper and complete assessment of the co

vert behaviors mare and more necessary. It becomes very important

to be able to assess what the subject attends to gimes, and what

he understands. This especiaLly true when' he subject can ac-

quire behaviors by enacting what others have said and not

they .have done. We need to know a child's abilit
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we must know his propensities regard to abstracting pro-

* from the behavior in seneral. wied,3e cif covert beha

iors, such as that which would result fr ©m an ethologist's longitud-

inal study, would allow one to hypothesize not only which behav

would likely be modified by learning (overtly or covertly) but which

behaviors would likely persist.

We owe a debt to Bandura for his work in the area of behavioral

development, for now we need not view complex behaviors as largely

product of overt shaping and s-r generalization, as Sk nnerians

would have it. Language developgent, for instance, now can be under-

stood as behavior change through imitation. But I question what be-

haviors we can really understand using the revised social-learning

model. Are ye guided to investigate truly important behaviors or

are we

viewed as important? What determines how behaviors, which are con-

troile

ply to investigate tho e behaviors which are commonly

obscurely by environmental factors, are defined? It is

becoming more and more difficult for adult researchers to define

vironmental stimuli mportant to the child.

Defining behavior and its environmental referents ecomes even

!lure difficult when we consider another complicating factor not yet

addressed i.n our closer look at this modern s-I theory: Children

vary much their complex cognitive processing from stage to stage

to stage. This is considered fortunate by ethologists, who pas

man innate action patterns and who have a well defined way to assess

them, for t.is actually offers us an opportunity for understanding.

But!' this major factor or consideration is probably the most diffi-

lt problem for modern s-I theory. This is the problem which

most difficult to systematically investigate using a largely adult

normative of cognitive processing as sodfrn researchers do.

It may turn out to be such more productive to use a model of a
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baby ehavior and come up with an acceptable way to explain

changes that are observed. This is in fact what I propose in the

see view of behavior and behavior chang Il

actually allow for an undo :standing of human behavicr wicn is much

better than commonplace understanding.

Indeed, a comprehensive knowledge of ecies-tvpical covert be-

haviors pecoming more nec' sary. We must know what elements or

features of stimuli and events a child is looking at in the environ-

ment. It is becoming more and more clear that adult researchers

cannot simply see what it is that is important.

Using modern approaches researchers cannot systematically inves-

tigate the covert behaviors-of young children. And in consequence

they cannot understand the numerous developmental aspects of overt

behaviors in older children and adults. The general problem of co-

vert aspects of human behavior has turned out to be both very impor-

tant and very complex.

see

iosical approach

modern

we can get a yet clearer indication of

so important by looking

an

ill more closely at

I learning model. According to Bandura, four ball

types of processes are involved in the acquisition of new behavior:

attent

take a

n, retention, motoric representation, and motivation.

at each of these equential processe_,

Attention. Bandura say s attention is influenced by both model

characteristics and observer characteristics. This of course must

be true. But there is a pree

stract charaete

with a way Bandurans view such ab-

tics as important featui, the entai

stimuli. Modern s-I theorists act as if the attributed characte
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C5 characteri, C5 attributed by the 'ect to the model

of the

-.ter

Pro-

t developmental psychologist try to view

the environment are part of the character

an

---3itkazatzAtEvc

Se

trffs.*:1

dult normati

It x true

a child pe

model conition and

,pective, based on what they know of chi ld-

understandings, largely from P aget, But I believe what, re-

too crude an approximation when one MU5t, be cerned w

how behavior will develop over a long period of t

It R ne c

featur-

viz-onmental

sary to have a thorough understanding cf what specl-
.

are important to the subject's understanding of both en-

.r butes and person attribute, . This, in my view,

18 for any researchers taking a social learning approach:

In my view, important specific fea.ur

eventr:, are

ld

.'no

of persons, thin and

acted from the environment by the subject. Some of

reAease

eatures are

hir

ativi hehav

sTable behavior pattern

ted and which cor t e5t

nd to estabi

and understanding.

T_!)elr relea,.-e-c':, can only be

wel l- bayed interpretIve

behaviors bi,

The sub ect's attribution of tr

went and the subjec

some features r6.--

Researchers know

to newer behavior-s

behavior patterns)
8

bii,:lhed behavior patterns

icugh

lines.

ive ionsito-

in dont

view

behavior 3

actors in the environ

under Landing of environmental mstances

1 o some relatively fixed behavior patterns which are QCC- J-.

ly overt (e.g. emotional reactions) are between the two extreme
in their nature. They are still subject to changes in some degree

a5 they are integrated with each new sit of related behaviors.

22



enta "MeMOry of specific class characteris cs of many rele-

vant environmental featur. Though intimately related to what the

pr "e' erf-try:

generaliy part cf the set

or cha

behaviors presently being

The subject's understanding of stable attributes, of the

environment (including people) is the new learning, but

not so subject to change as what is presently being learned. A

theory must differentiate stable covert "memory" and

behaviors from newer more dynamic behaviors (covert and overt) which

are

this Both types of behaviors have releasers the subject attends

ct to change. Modern social learning theory faits to do

to.

Rentention. uld not be surprising of one who in effect be-

:eve: that important attributes are obvious in the environment, Ban-

c!..1a views tion as an active process based largely on a con-

ous type of covert behavior. Specifically, rehearsal is thought

to be Important in returning what is learned. While this is some-

true, the need for rehearsal certainly varies. I believe Ban-

often

be a ruch more (de Liberate) pro-

There are two reasons rehearsal may not be

ix,portant as Bandwra would have

terns of ten

believe; (1) Innate action pat-

rmine the salience of env ironmental features. (2)

Trio e features of an event or of cumstances which are viewed

Mee in a large part determined by "memory" of important

stable environmental properties (including knowledge of lawful acti-

vity in events). Many aspects of "memory" are so stable as to be

,oaz.l.cally. Little conscious iberation may be

ehav_iars are involved in heightening attention.volved when

I9" Memory" is berg used in an unusually broad sense. Review Chap-

ter 1 for some understanding of the actual organismic condition.
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Spontaneous, long-term (pe

haviors

a tiyities ana

of

these or nismic

ent) learning may occur with

fiances

opment. Again, under=,tanoi

h little or no re-

how they develop and how they re i elease

able a!:Jpect-

portant. The ethological longitudinal approach allows for th

tanding.

Motoric reproduction. Bandura

zm-

lieve, that modeled behavior

be translated into "ac at some time to be learned. In-

deed, I believe this to be true, but Bandurans underestimate the a-

mount of behavioral activity in general which may be covert and

which can undergo change covert

this ter view may sae correct

approaches behavior with an ethol

Motivation. According to Bandura

Y.

volved

wards are

e distinct possibility

no problems for one who

perspective.

ivation sometimes in-

learning. This is especially true when "clear-cut" re-

not necessary for learning. vation

slop category utilized when his quasi-emp rical

loarni In such instance: the

mental releasers can be specified.

Obtaining knowledge of covc

and

cal ro

meaningful or

nvolvec longitudinal

essence a

plain

environ-

volves a d Carle o

knowledge of :7,becie(3-typi-

ch. When g "Pe

factors one should never in any way assume that releasers are not

necessary for triggerin species-tyrtpieal behaviors or any unique

individual behaviors. There would be no greater nonsense or non-

rice.

The interpretive sloppiness that results from even this ma

recent theory we have been discussing can be illustrated by the

common ana given to self-control and self - reinforcement behav-
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from

Often such behaviors are treated as

sa-

to compare

were learned

h ntern1 standards is farhavi

understood as the pr oduct of a bit-by-bit, stage -by- stage

proces, . The degree of useful, mermingf I analysis is more remine-

of Skinner'; anal Science and Human Behavior.

CONCLUSION What should be clear from my perspective on m-,dern

es of behavior and development is an indication that develop-

ment poorly understood, although previous behavioral development

vital for any good understanding of present behaviors. Lit-

tic eing made. Consistently one fines a time bias in

that modern researchers all believe that significant behavior chan-

ges take place by mechanisms they are able to observe in a short

time period. Modern theorists furthermore believe that all behavior

can be directly or indrectiy assessed in reference to what

ly an it phenomenological model which

whir.- develop

----,- ins theory,

late

eciffes only behav-

The most recent

recozniz nz many types of behavior

t, still interprets covert behavior using what is for the

part adult model of cognition and

e-. eehavior change is still excl

t-term r echan

An

tional and ,Interpretive biases. We will see that some basic ques-

about human nature have been answered only after formulating a

next chapter we psi

tive process-

veiy ,interpreted in terms of

lore hl formal roots of observa-

theory or model, when in of these questions could have

been better answered before the formu ation of the theory or model.
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he better answers to of these cues

on the app4.ication of necessarily relevant bioioz

p

obtain

inci. le.s to

riral observation and 6ith no presuppo

b ase

will Ubm,l,t

these answers to basic questions should have been used

mptIons upon which to base any approach to uncit.

nature.

i2o

2



Chapters Three and Four Will No Se Presented

What Follows is the "Core" Material

I t outi ine

of Chapter Five

set of assuiptions for interpreting

oh are in accord with the ethological perspective

pre,;ented in Chapter One

13s



A Modern Scientific Perspective for

the Interpretation and Integration cif Stud

A research perspective is a neation of the field

or a definition of the subject matter. It will necessa

the subject. With this in mind, a research perspective should not

exclude poten ial/y important observations and data. "Potenti

important data are, of course, data which may have a cau=sal

tionship to some phenomenon of interest. The first and foremost

y

characteristic of a research perspective is therefo.

research perspective must encompa

that all

ject matter

lows. A

uch a w ay

gnFificant causal factors and interactions leading to and

actually yielding

recorded

(causing) phenomenon terest are viewed and

a standard (replicable) way. It is never certain that a

will do this; the individual researcherresearch per,

ocse a perspective that will only probably fulfill thi

function.

the

at assumpti

and provide a

ave t o 4 mace wh7.ch

educated guess

And, of course, any

ut t e nature

ch perspective may, in tkme,

Pe proven nisg, o- Inadequate by the data.

sonality

believe there xs at present a set

wei.

pment which allows an appropriately open - minded per

spective can human nature. Also these assumpt ions which 1 will

oline below, will characterize a research approach-which heuris-

two important ways: Pi

ff

argue,

Second, ca

approaches

replicable to an acceptable extent.

a I

mp I

d on the asses mp-

be forced by reason to try

quenc subsequent to a f.
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oh from or are related to the first causal

ceacii;,y observed as such. This, Suffice it to say,

resear_h_ 1.ha

to be parti mportant in human researc

Furthermore, I belie K e that the set

oon present, are begged by an overview

cersona;zty development and by recent

allow

mptions, w ich

the subject are< =s or

ghts into what is neces-

open-minded perspective on causal factors of human behav-

you read the

31 n type of research

to

ptions,

d.

be helpful to have a cer-

researcher who has decided

a segment of the life of an infant

He is v.deo recording

at some

ca!

me. He

is natural setting.

order that he may review what he has seen

-ns and

rk dictated by the seven assumptio

behavior and behavior change. Hi

nonobtru7,1ve and non intervention

not hire a

and the etholo

dy is completely

(at le a s t In so much as pos,

_ e ) He k...1 i l 1 ob serve the ..3am e subject

to be

IS

-ye behavior he be

necessary

timatelv stjcy personali

a

some

velopment are not

acceptable assumptio

point if time

the fi

fe and

be

Sri

which must be left. to individual researcher s

their particular concerns. Different assumptions may have to be

used for differing concerns, Since these various assumptions must

developed at a later time, it may be helpful for the reaper to

imagine researcher is watchi the Subject

hood, natural isti.cal ly, non top, and

I have indicated that the imaginary researc
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ng the infant and child "naturalistically ". Before describing the

seven asumptio e it will be helfwl to know, more specifically,

discr iminat three types o f behav' (!) He is

i.e., ject how the- subject overtly manipulates

the environment. In noting this type of behavior and noti the

other tko types behavior below, the researcher will compare the

'ividual's present skills and behavior

vironment with his pa and behaviors.

(2) The researcher notes more basic or

interacting with the en-

tant drive behav-

as they manifest themselves in conflict situations. The term

"drive;"" (with a mai "d " ") or

refer to observable manifestat

behayiors" will be used to

of innate action patterns which

are f]till in need of further inter acticn.

The researcher "notes" perceptual-intellectual (cognitive)

ills which are implimplied by (inferred fro10 the present overt re

7,ponse7, ( (1) and (2) He should expect that these implied in

manipulations are similar to overt behavioFs previously

veo or

ved. This notion is based largely on

lectual

that

Pi here are pro

which i l l be

shoi all the irn

in rise

in the

ry researcher

behaviorsbehavi ,rs rrev i

die

perceptual inter -

developmental

es ly make

rim nat'on, ana compare them with similar types of behav-

the subject's past. Hopefully any ambiguity about these ac-

I be cleared up by the assumptions°. Also it is hoped

over

the a_sumotions (and

the assumpt i

of the h activities di,

ogical perspec Chapter One)

themselves more intelligible.
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THE
ASSUMPTIONS FOR CONDUCTING RESEARCH AND ALLOWING

FOR INTERPRETATION AND INTEGRATION OF RESEARCH FINDINGS

enceo

148EHAVIORSCANBE SEEN 1
FLICT SITUATIONS.

itating conflicts or struggles with the environment are

by humans or ether anim

ertantly. As humans

general, are experi-

h the environment,

be said to occur when conflict drives

patterns) are called play or when a part,

to action

lar environment

distinctly physically threatening. The latter occurrence is rare,

but conflicts between drives, with varying degrees of debilitating

ess involved, are not so rare. It may be assumed that such

ressful conflicts are, in general, not feigned, but rather in some

way represent unavoidable conflict between the drives. Such con-

flict thus should give researchers a chance to note important

recently emerg innate action patterns that, all humans si.milary

(but not ti lly) possess. It

ese drive

earni or

so such innate ac

mportant to realize that

e undergone some changes, d-

the emergence of new innate action patterns.

patterns often become predominant aspects of

oet ceptua --coin Live reality as the infant develops

etc. This leads Assumption II.

a child,

ALL BEHAVIOR MUST BE VIEWED WITH THE PAST HISTORY OF THE
SUBJECT IN MIND.

Many conflic which an individual experiences must be viewed

historically so one is aware what drives, or innate action

patterns have recently emerged and so the degree to which drives

hav been "condi ed or otherwise developed can be assessed.

This can only be done by having information about earlier develop-

he human' and after having made unambiguous b erva-
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about tote nature and development of drive-associated behavior

throughout life. This historical-perspective is equally important

f--q-r-7utt-derra-traniii e=s-._ fb:eivaiti itazni4rula!"

skills and perceptual- intellectual skill 20

III. IMPORTANT MANIPULATIVE SKILLS CAN BE NOTED DIRECTLY AND
COVERT BEHAVIOR CAN BE INFERRED BY AN OBSERVER WHO HAS BEEN ENGAGED
IN AN EXTENSIVE LONGITUDINAL STUDY. THIS WOULD HAVE TO INVOLVE A
NATURALISTIC, UNOBSTRUSIVE STUDY OF THE SPECIES-TYPICAL BEHAVIORS OF
A SINGLE SUBJECT.

Viewing conflict situations (settings) and behaviors, together

prising conflict

Lion an ob

dev in to a child,

tions would be only part of the forma-

could unambiguously collect as he noted an infant

to an adolescent, and finally into an

adult. I choose also to believe that an observer, with the proper

set, sumptions, could also assess the significant overt skills

and covert skill

riearcher would

the subject. The most important skills a re-

be the largely covert, perceptual-intel-

lectual skills of the subject. More will be said about this in the

p3r3,sraphn The most

environment btu the

cially

and

overt manipulations cf the

can easily be a these are

octant in infancy and -ing early childhood. More

tart

71 a

hi

Ins covert perceputal-intellectual skills -1

skill, have sampled and investigated

pressive manner. Following hish.is lead

I believe that these skill&- could be implied

from overt behaviors in the natural setting with sufficient frequen-

cy to a assess their nature and the mechanisms by which they develop

n&e, from ancy to adulthood.

0 The term "perceptual-intellectual skills" synonymous with

thought manipulations" or "cognitive skills". I consider percep-
tual skills mainly as a type of intellectual skill because they

are often much related to significant intellectual (thought) ac-

tivities.
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Unfortunately tfor the researcher), thought processes (cosni-

tions and cognitive processes) also enable the

human subject may successfully "play" at

'dual subj

tre0V-t t

tain problem

ct to

even (apparently) independently of his momentary environmental con-

text. These two fact.,, will make interpretation of covert nterac-

tio sketchy and necessarily incomplete and others impossible via

21
simple observation and direct inductive inference. Yet, one

should expect whenever possible, that whatever internal manipulation

kill- are used, they were at some time, previous to their onset, in

actuality or in effect practiced through active, overt manipulation

of the environment. Indeed this should aid proper interpretations.

Since interaction with the environment central in human develop-

went such interpretations should be possible n:;re often than not.

or

As always, any data, lack of data, direct inductive inferences,

22
ductive inferences

Interpretation is to be given at all.

be made explicit if any

A you w see later in Assumption Vi and VII, tie individual

ect's percep

viewin6

intellectual skills have a central role in pro-

erpre ins all interactions cf interest. Be

centrality of uman thought, this will be true even

rect inductive inferences are inferences made from the fact that
major relevant releasers are present in the physical setting or en-
vironment in which one js presently viewing the subject. The sub-
ject's past experiences and behaviors in similar settings are, of

course, always considered when making interpretations.

22 In4irect inductive inferences are inferences made largely on the
basis of behaviors and experiences which the subject has displayed
or encountered in the past. The present setting is much less rele-
vant to interpretations (except in its apparent absence of impor-

tant or relevant releasers) than in the case of direct inductive
inference.

Further evidence that covert behaviors inferred by direct or indi-

rect inference actually occurred will later be found.



when the researcher is viewing methina which could be termed a

conflict z an 'emerging drive The

) of the subject will also be used to interpret all expected

or unexpected skillful physical manipulations of his environment.

Hopefully this central role of the subject's -1 system will be ade-

quately explained in Assumptions VI and VII.

IV.

IOR OF S
MEMBERS

ONLY UNOBTRUSIVE OBSERVATIONS USED TO INTERPRET THE BEHAV-
NGLE SUBJECTS WILL BE UNBIASED, BE SUBJECTS CONSIDERED AS
F GRWPS OR AS ISOLATED INDIVIDUALS.

I believe that an unobtrusive observation method should be

ned even at apparently high cost. Secondly, data from other

dies of other subjects should be used only when he research-

er is unable to draw his own inferences which are equally : cientific-

Iy acceptable. It is important to note that in actual research,

because of practical limitations on the extent of observations, .,uch

r r ow of information" on some occasions may be very appropriate

(and possibly necessary). But a researcher may be tempted to use

from experimer which use more common manipulative re-

search procedures. This should be done with the greatest care

becau... e the

data

(also

very often bias tl e importance of the variabl,,

iable is often poorly defined). I. such

d tt should be done only when the researcher cannot

equally acceptable inferences himself or by borrowing informatiO

fcom similar unobtrusive studies. In any case, if a researcher uses

data or hypotheses from other studies, he must state explicitly that

thls at he ha_ done. Reader should realize that additional

ns are always involved when this done.
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V, ALL BEHAVIOR IS DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY INTERACTIVE WITH THE
ENVIRONMENT AND ALL BEHAVIOR IS HOMESTATIC OR WORKS TOWARD HOMEO-
STASIS. ALL SPECIES-TYPICAL BEHAVIORAL DEVELOPMENTS, LEADING TO
MATURE FUNCTIONING ARE ADAPTIVE. ALL INTERPRETATIONS MUST BE CON-
UENTWT AC175--

From another point of view, this Assumption concerns the na

f Drive in the broadest sense of the word. Previously, in thi

treat

physical manipulation skills, and p-i skills have been referred to

eparate things. And, indeed, these are seen as different types

of things. Nonetheless, since all these environmentally interactive

behaviors are motivated (directed toward objects i t the environ-

uient), whey are all in a sense Drives. The important aspects of

skills are nothing more than well delineated and refined Drives. It

this most general sense that I will now speak about Drives,

Also, other possible influence, upon behavior, not previously noted,

pointed out.

Drive are behaviors which are direct' or indirectly interac-

tive with the environment and are homeostatic (in the broad sense of

le term I use). Ali important behaviors observed are Drives or

drives (usually, relatively new innate action patterns)

manifestation..7, of Drives

san Inter; ctios with

to ol

ives function either to return the

environment, to some necessary steady

some appetence of sure

in sorile way even when 0 seem to operate out

such an interpretation of Drives

ie. Thi,. is true

ext. Only

logically acceptable.

conditioning.Drives, of course, may be modified by

timuli may aid the development of a Drive OR MAY TRIGGER NEW

yes the organism develops perceptually - intellectually or ph

ically. HORMONE CYCLES may have an influence on Drive,

fle,ence must be measured physiologically or

by the lack of another acceptable cause.
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There ay be SENSITIVE PERIODS duri

during which new Drives emerge. This

conceivable that certain other pre-

tion sk. lls (overt manip

ves develop or

say, that not only may

erned physical manipula-

skills} may emerge in ti

Lastly, but importantly, all psychological significant,

vated behavior

drive behaviors

ves), whether skill or more p ive, basic

L BE CONSTRUED BY THE SUBJECT HIMSELF AT ONE

TIME OR ANOTHER. Thi leads Assumption VI.

VI. FOR IMPORTANT BEHAVIORS TO BE PROPERLY VIEWED, PROPERLY
UNCERSTOOD, AND PROPERLY INTEGRATED WITH THE REST OF ONE'S UNDER-
STANDING OF THE SUBJECT, ALL BEHAVIOR MUST BE INTERPRETED WITH PRE-
SENT INFE WES AND PAST INTERPRETATIONS OF THE SUBJECT'S P-I SKILLS
IN MIND. IN OTHER WORDS, ALL BEHAVIORS MUST BE CONSTRUED "WITHIN
THE SUB., CT'S PERCEPTUAL-THOUGHT SYSTEM".

(Note: If Assumption VI
corrola=y of Assumption II.

Th

true, actually be a

ion i. based on the belief

Partial application

the application or

a pervasive character

!Jmn interaction;. These behaviors are the predominant

ch humans have survived. Behaviors can be referenced to the sub-

,Tind tor

searcher is determined to

of

archer

,fir At the e time

be savior an

relating all b havio

the

what the re-

subject' percept- thought

logist conceptual izes

accurate way to understand

The st bject perceptual-thought system is, of cour

are

p

sly applied (species - typically) . Some of

the clearly observable data which the researcher has amassed

cate where and how the individual app h skills. Of

where the subject fails to apply these skills will
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be indicated. Understanding the Integra

terns (as manifested in conflict or as

to pat-

in close long tudi-

seryati_cT) and overt manipulative ski Its with (or "into") the

perceptual-cognitive sy stem of a child should present few problems

for the deliberate, mature, clear thinking researcher. But, assess

went of the adult subject will require the comparison of though

systems and mature outlooks which may well be on equal footing. It

will be exciting to see how judgements will be made.

VII. AFTER CONSTRUING ALL BEHAVIORS IN TERMS OF THE SUBJECT'S
PERCEPTUAL-THOUGHT SYSTEM AT THE TIME THEY OCCURRED, THE DATA ARE
APPROPRIATELY INTEGRATED. INTERPRETATION IS CLOSE AT HAND. IT WILL
SIMPLE INVOLVE COMPARING THE PRESENT BEHAVIORS WITH SIMILAR PAST BE-
HAVIORS. INTERPRETATION IS MADE IN TERMS OF the VARIOUS POSSIBLE
TYPES OF BEHAVIORS (NOTED IN CHAPTER FIVE) AND IN TERMS OF THE
MECHANISMS OF CHANGE DEFINED IN CHAPTER ONE.

motion :follows from 'option II and VI, but may be

seen as,li,involying °Pe or more important views. The final statement

of results to be expected from Assumption VII involves the following

nut I on science: In entific work, the presentation and inter-

pretation oaf data are really nothing but a selective description of

d. Laws are ca;;saliv significant ob

are coni7,tent and reblicable (across subjects) . Whi-tt deter-

an observer reports are lawful relationships anJ descr

tance to the end phenomena of interest.

Tne an end phenomena of interest personality development

how certain of the individual subject's present behaviors relate

to his past behaviors. Also, of interest is how the subject's behav-

mpare with presumably skillful, mature interactions with the

environment (both perceptual- cognitive and physical). Few reseaich-
,

ecs wow 1:; deny that, for the human, skillful interaction depends

on the cognitive or p skills that have developed. And, as
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noted before, the organization and resultant application of these

highly important. How the individual's thought manipula-

-401e-v-e-kop-e-th-Ciu-AtAZ y _-attd

Ily he can apply his other skills. Hor ef Ily most would

agree that the development of cognitive Skills, along with some king

f

other

onmental manipulation, actually guides the development of

'11 (given his Environment and hiss hereditary capacities).

SUMMARY

After the groundwork is laid. after the human ethogram ha

necl, behavioral da. no matter at what point gathered in a per-

life, can be assessed an erpreted by asking and answering

the following questions: What are presently the overt skills of the

idual's past terac and his herediS LI et AND, given the

tary characteri ics (innate action patterns, hormone cycles, and

tive periods) HOW IS HIS BEHAVIOR AND HIS PERCEPTUAL-THOUGHT

SYSTEM ORGANIZED AS IMPLIED. FROM HIS PRESENT BEHAVIOR? A researcher

cal erns might further ask= Given the environmental

ye led t they present behavior and

his skill be better developed

inteac di

oet-2eptual-thought system, how

and his thought better organized?

The basic fi questions of the above para-

5nculd be answered its the following step-by-step manner.

STEP 1: The interaction causative relations between

and Pr v (broad sense) which are unambiguous-

ly observed (in light of all the numerous causal

quences witnessed ughciut previous develop-

ment) must be stated explicitly. In other words:

what habits have been developed; what are the sub-

ject's manipulative skills± what berceptual-i tel-

I al- 1 49
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leet,ual behaviors have developed and are at work;

p:Aominen49

sently effective.

are st ii pre-

STEP As has been the method all along, any causation

observed must be defined with reference to the

subject as he interacts with the environment and

t b delineated with reference to the sub-

ject's cognitive structure (perceptual-thought

system). (Oe will find, as is the case in other
4

sciences, that much of the interpretation of data

is the result of the delineation of the data by

the subject himself).

STEP 3: The significant data which one chooses to select

and report will, of course, have a very intimate

relationship to data collected earlier in the b-

jeers life. Differences between past and pre-

sent behavior will be hypothes to the

scientifically acceptable mechanisms of change

outlined Chapter One, or previously in this

ction of Chapter Five,

The result of this interpretive method is an interpretive per-

spective, which 14 nothing but a report of important data and expli-

cit inferences and hypotheses. Given the perspective of Chapter One

and the

ob

assumptions above, it

phenomena,

till callv a report of

ly refined (and detailing only the im

portant conelusions and remaining questions).



important to keep In iii
and

nal control

mIsht be the phy51

1,1

Pehay.:. At would be

°cal phenomena which

ear

counterpart of behavors

eme i-e to certain

tor Lhe lo - COT,,
s.?

motional rec d ons. ome of these henomena are

atio.l. But, it .I:; view

1 C.

0 1

periods

an

red from ser-

:specie,.-typioai v-

end
1 behavior changie meohani

tation: at one time or another.

1.rnp

continu,_
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ob-er tion of -_,Lito jec

None!_hele

I

moTe

preta

.he science,pre

if one

n8 Pe

have in Icated that 4

,e overt man'

Needless to

emDr,atioal Y submit

cot

- f.e

e

,-dmp fir' C

or a

tori, tion(f. may be necess.,ary when

found hecer:-::;a f
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be engaged in leg timate 5cientl
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.7,tudy a in yzdual

In i

u lem i the potT,sibliity that any preoohciusinn5 a res earcher may

effect could

researcher ac

cts apiied over extended periods of time

as a ct1LJ1u, there may well be a problem main-

the objective perspective which I have outlined. pro-

:oted earl'

proper interbr-r,ta\*A,nn m,'"re diffi-

in the t

er iubectc could pooibir
1,1ve effects the ubj

presently hervLr15 But because of

avoided

tc natural', lc, longitudini research, appropria

arzume

in thoory, to pro .

manipuative es of

-d to ohed lint ON the Intera

environment which one

le bi thinthio should be

eIlevc hr-I; the propec of More sem ispeci

and which wIll offer the most promise in the ions

y I Cj i t--o euid ..ike to ak the reaJer to eonider how

nit be better dr6ahlzed by looking at It In

Chapter

JIT.T.e,spiLF-0 to do tnto tneir

cievelober'-t, they mht

been T3de.

in tneir areas of per-

tter Idea

they would like to operate with. A reoearcher'o

n become more antial and subject, at le

disproof. No doubt those ensaeed in immedi-

ately practical research or in clinical research conti,ue to

bicker until rsearch on enerai topics better ocanized, inte-

srated, and developed.
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APPENDIX

tion Paper
on

1YrIrr7,-.=

the Nature of C ciousness and Awareness

It is importanL to draw a distinction between those things and

processes of which an individual

he is IOU !T.;

merely aware and those of which

may work upon deliberately and directly. This

amounts to a distinction between consciousness and the unconscious.

In addition we shall find that there are mental processes in an in-

betwees state between the two extremes. These may be usefully de-

fined and may be called 'subcnsclous processes'. Let me begin with

an ove .plified description of the types of phenomena.

In the body of the paper "A Human Ethogram ., the u con-

scious processes are cognitive directives which are well developed

and well intesrated. These processes define the face of reali

and as such are certainly part of one's aw. -ene,..:s. But, in

k-t w.av :-7.ne aware these2 Mv answer is that an indlvidual

ohenomena Indi7ectly; he mus 17fer the existence and

7at"1-e c the-;e. proce- R,,?latedly, he may chan8e these oncon-

aCrue dhr

thei.7 dimension:, only gradLiaily and on the basis a proio

o aoaptaticn ktht-cu6n a new consistency in his Ii

to which an individualinivdual is aware of th p and at the

same time able to infer them depends on the nature of the relevan

e ircum-tances in his life or his degree of overall adaptation. Th

ie fi 1 with Freud's view of these processes as "unavailable

cohLciQu-Lnes, Owt at the ma time me cleakiy ..indatt Lhe

circustance under which heightened awarene of these process

faay occur and thus when one can begin to affect chn&s in these pro-

1,53



Of CCUT thouthooe proc of Which an immature individua

-,-sSitc._ aik.am_atettettt.4.X12.1....-W'AlEtt aiZienetattg.y4

sent stage of development. These should he e

BM* ebers

cious pro

cesses and defined as hose covert processes 6,4hicH i:e a 5ub'..3:,

the deliberate manipulations of which the individual is capable (and

covert "objects" of such deliberate manipulation,.

Between the extremes, there are thought processes which are lit
erally a combination of unconscious processes in a "trial stage" and

processes which are deliberate manipulations or "

ate mrupuIations. Such combinations should be

clous processes". Much

.44 'iber-

iined as "subcon-

coTmon today between ubcon-

sclows processes and "unconscious proce This is due: to the

ic of good definitions which draw ditinctions between the type

processes t is due to a failuTe to underst - at

jeaney- are required to elicit these behavior:. Sometimes an imdivi-

M.IY be unable to Infer or be conscious of certain subconscious

because suffice releasers are not oce=ent. One

uS and not uncon-

,x
de,.2.ee of meaninsfui cirect (Pelberate) Tanouataon

know that indeed processes are

t!C pl-octes

53-I on

ie. If unoer 1de-

In ferred (or ,st in

circumsta7ce=, tt-,e

processes may pos.'ilbly be unco ciou= an mu ch work may need

to be done if better adaptation in therealm of life under discussion

117 d,-;ired

There are other c

scious or deliberate to

Meanin
cant be

of confusion n case

ul manipulations are those wic
vior chance if ip1y continued.
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I/

I
been an oversimplification because emotional

IItion with cosnitive proce

'' may make wn4erztaninz covert leilavior

cons.cious processes !y be misconstrued as

3

.scious because

th s. Similarly, recent emotional maladaptation ia re it in mis-

,inderstandInso on the part of an observer or thera

e s .

At the ns of this d -scussion of covert (mental) process-

noted that it would be an oversimplified description. it has

11

this is a common

maladaotations

I
I
11

proce-,-3e -. and there proce7;':;e7, may be con...:cious, ubcon-

11
.:.-7.13 of :omewhere in between.

in combina-

not been co ,idered. Of

especially in the realms of life where

ten occur. Recall emotional react.ion

occur when the appropriate pattern of relearero is present. These

theyreaction-.: are understood and given much of their "sub

.re integrated with cognitive proc es. Tak ns into account the

rActernticr, of memory, emotional reactions are thus rezuiated by

It is also true that cosnitive pro-

0, Infli.4er-ned by ellotIonai reactivity arcf past

ALLIp!_a7,1o71---- Since thir, irlfluence terined by pa

te nflucnct- ,;-eneraily of a relatively cr ker
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APPENDIX II

Tht appendix is meant to elaborate on the place of the etholo-

outined in "Key Chapters and Sections of 'A Human Ethogram...' to-

should not be co trued to be a way to fully explain actual. (parti

lac) cause and effect relationships b!,

is in

For that reason it

sense not comprehensive_ But this not a fault of the

theory for reasons I will describe below. The theory is rather a be-

ginning point with which one must organize phenomenological data.

The organization of data in the way prescribed by my theory is an or-

sanizat;on which should apply to all data which can be described

largely without reference to behavio

stage of development under study,

typical of just the par icw-

It is a well justified pre-

crlotion, based on necessarily applicable general biologcal princi-

But certainly more research and more theoretical work (the

i3ttOr concern

de done

with further or8anzaticn the research) will

each of the developmental stases. Still further

to be done to deal with p3rticular topics or ues-

;Hts brings

It time

point and to the clarifxcationi hope to

recosnize that the study of human be-

vora 1 devlopment rf!..u:t be done more ytetcaily than h35 most

uf been thought. In -fact, i argue, that :;ystematically study

oehaviorai development we must take at least a three tiered

roach. We mwt recognize the probable linlitations of our conzcious-

ness and agination and make reasonable decisions about how to

divide and manage our que nd concerns as to

move towards accurate, clearly conceptualizable "answers " o

ically
r under-

opinion iis will involve at least three levels of
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theorization concept ualization). My etholozicaI perspective repre-

e ach level of conceptualist and the problems we have heretofore

e perlenced by not following such a systematic course

The first and most general level of conceptualization is a

theory that etains to all behavior, vet does

al

itself embrace

phenomenology or all the particular echanisns of change. This

a theory that

involved in all behav

fl more general

be general superordinate patterns are

developmentpment and is true across stages and

Tv,v view that the proposal

paper

even across species. Modesty aside, it

a human ethosram as outlined in my

the best representative in this class. I believe my persi

t ence, love ubject matter, and lack of constraints and of

the necess ,:ty to make pre-mature decisions has allowed me to cons

17 Tfle naln point may be that I did this aside from any vested

17erei jri more particular research concerns or concern!: with in-

bject as a whole and with regard to essertial science piin-

, ; r 1 A e. Th.1 level of concept alii.ation s often

rcred by nodern bsvcholosts because of their education,

to 6eneral;. tne paTculars or enbrace sonE

,snt.E.calit,, and vet cnd up over 5zenerali,ins

behavior social-cognitive the°

are exapi

Freudia, and Pia

of the fl y

and phenomenolo-

e, while the Freudians, neo-

tians are exampies of the latter Also

acy in developing conceptualization on this level is promoted b

traditIon-, of phi ' and religion. Oeri ndividuals pre-

1

the scope or nature their observations unnecessarily. it may be

one of the ultimate ironiet; of modern man that in frventiy seeking



answe questions about his own nature he limits his studies and

tendency and re

4 C"k

art shortcomings on this Icy conceptualiza-

Lion allow for little prog!,:e7,5 n psychology. Essehtially, data can-

not be understood by all in the same way and cannot be organized.

Suiplisin6ly, we adapt to what to be a necessary an per-

petual confusion and ignorance with a rather p attitude. In

fact, many iike this tuation, where their own insights can be as

useful and beneficial

ifl fact,

on the

e nt

those of pyChoiogit and philo phe

many, many purposes the irate lay person (the "man

") may indeed have as much useful expertise as the

"System

fu-,Ion as a mat

ief" allow for all of us to accept our con-

.rse. Fortuna

need not remain the case if we come to u

this agnant situation

tand the kind of or an-

i:ed s,,,tematic approach which is probably necessary. A gain. I will

unTit to you that least three types of theorization (three lev-

of conceptualization) are necessary to come to the understandInG

.7%; que.stion-i where developmental ncerns are involved The

:eemin, failure of my perspective to explain anything can be accout-

bf_- by the fact that it I5 but a step in the process towards un-

See now well it sbsLm

cro:-speele5 type' it Ti

might be found with further cloz3e study

ta which 17_; of the cross

or denies nothing that

next level, of eon-

develop and the theories of these levels are crafted.

The cond level of conceptualization and theorizing wll re-
.

=.ult in theories of ea,,n stage. These will embrace much more data

o f the particular stageo under study. The reason is quite simple.

Although eom_ptely consistent with the general theory (the level I
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just described), particular 13ensitivities and innate action

but

tivitxes will likel- e en mportant not only to that

aspects the organ

q ent e evelopment. It may be

two

Important to subse-

Important to develop these level

eorierl of the stages sequentially. This way one can rec

and unde

perceptual

Itles

the way the "stage was set" for the unfolding of new

and capacities. Newly emerging motor abil-nsitivit

undoubtedly be among the important innate action patterns

emel-se. "Laws of learning" such as those described by some be-

hzvior theo _7,1...7, may- even concevab/

vior. though i would expect to farad an interesting b oAo

ived with stage typical

t tonale for their nce, y

r a-

ildeed such tendenci

are rete. These type, of )earning would be ire addition to the

of learning parsimoni

occurrinF, wi tr some

c31 PerT,Pectl

tz)l- cnan

In

ye They

0M1110T1

that few deny

type of conceptualiza

of

described always

in al

8

my senerai etholool-

other possible caca e ; of behav-

of other po

A

I out-

conceptaL .7atIon ace

excep

mc,:ani-neful -e

Some of th`e research data that would

form a bas): for t 3s type of theory, unlike the case with the first

theory type described, ex

F3ecause of problems of conceptualization the data may aeca-

-md is readily available and of good

naily be biased by ill-begotten theoretical orientations, but

most research ad izably describes phenomenology. To tentio just

5 t



behayior cite Child Development:

p

Approach Weiner

and Elkind kid Child Development and Personality by Conger,

and Kagan. Nothing is to say these sources are complete, but they

are admirable

data

vent.

careful

At least one more level of theoriza would eem to be

thoroughly understanding data on personality and develop-

se theories Id embody and organize the data

particular aspect of personality. The Gt1 primar-

.evolve factors of dust one stage or factors of many stages may

be involved in the que tion. Unfortunately

organization

often the adequate

on this level is nearly mpo, ible at prese

many particular pur (and for the more important purpose

inc data can ct be organized and understood.

we cannot enough under_, andi

and i,he oice of the in beh

thew. Of course

" senerai theory

nt witJ h the general theory

researc

presented. This would be

Sr;

what the

0

I

v were

the

and theories Of the

scribed) then all the parti-

a would have a chance of bei.n,g correctly construed

because the theories organi

this J4t4 would be consistent with the theories of the other levels

as such as need be. Analogous to the relationship between the gene

ral the
would embody more phenomenology,

and the second level theories, these third level theory

of which could not be' fully ex-

plaineo b more prevalent (often superordinate) behavior patterns.
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he

everyone.

fIndine,

times

because of sore success at organizing data and at

answers, the problem does not seem to exi,, t. And, e-

nins by analogy seems to work adequate to

Ole c roblems. True enough. But these are kyles accrued by

C

time spent the results of the activities of our native capaci-

ties for orsaniz ns data. In spite of the fact that researchers

ye some experience

the on the

e same qua

th humans under extraordinary circumstances,

treet" seameti has the same quality of experience

orsanizat say: for
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